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scriptions for tombstones of lady, age 37 , and lad , age 19 (Sailor
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A LONDON PHYSICIAN (SPECIALIST ) receives
patients ( into his private residenceif des red ) for treatment by

appropriate Psychotherapy. Write–M.D c/u J. H. Goring, 3, Tudor
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What “ Light " Stands For."

“ LIGHT" proclaims a belief in the existence and lilo

of the spirit apart from , and independent of, the

material organism , and in the reality and value of in

telligent intercourse between spirits embodied und

spirits discarnate. This position it firmly and consis.

tently maintains. Its columns are open to a full and

free discnssion-condncted in the spirit of honest, cour

toons , and reverent inqniry- j1.8 only aim being, in the

words of its motto , “ Light ! More Light ! "

familiar to experienced observers of séance phenomena.

They are, however, well worth repeating , as thie

requisite conditions for successful experiments arc

frequently ignored . There is too much of the chance-.

medley " clement in the experiments of novices. Hence

the many failures. Scientific care and precision are

indispensable in these matters .

* * * *

NOTES BY THE WAY .

)

A sense sublimo

Of something far more deeply interfused ,

Whose dwelling is the light ofsetting suns,
And the round ocean and the living air .

--WORDSWORTH .

US

After the observations quoted above , M. F. W. pro

ceeds to develop an idea which we had already been

considering before his letter arrived. He tells us that

by " positive" and " negative" he does not necessarily

indicate men and women respectively , but an interior

positivity or negativity , which is not necessarily

denoted by sex , but relates to something deeper

“ masculinity or femininity of soul,” as our correspon .

dent expresses it . It is certainly the case that some

men are negative and some women are positive , but a

too close analysis of that question mav lead us into

rather too complicated aspects of it . The due order-.

ing of séance experiments takes a good way

beyond the criteria of ordinary physical science, and

the proper placing of sitters according to their tem

peraments (positive or negative) is at first usually ex

perimental. There is often much " changing about"

until proper balance of forces is attained. We can

only emphasise once again the need for close and

serious attention to the principles involved in géanon

experiments and the advisability of obtaining , if

nossible . the aid of a person experienced in the sub) .

ject . Even if it were all " pure science" great dis
crimination would be necessary. But in this matter

proceeding beyond the physical order intin :

regions largely uncharted, where purity of motive is

as essential as mechanical accuracy , and morals may

be quite as important as manners or methods.

After many adventurings and mazy wanderings in

what seemed to be blind alleys our subject seems to

be shaking itself clear of its old accretionsand travelling

the high road. We have describod it as being at once

the most complicated and the simplest idea which could

engage the mind of man . It all depends on the angle

from which it is regarded . But even as a purely intel

lectual proposition it can in time run itself clear .

From one point of view it is a kind of Leviathan ,

reminding one of the famous picture in the National

Gallery in which Pitt is shown as guiding the course of

the Empire depicted in Leviathan form . It needs the

genius of many Pitts to steer safely the great Argosy in

which we are seeking our Ultima Thule . They are with

us unscen , and their guidance comes in many forms

unknown and unsuspected to the ordinary observer.

There are still many shoals and narrows to be navigated,

siren voices to be resisted, gales to be cutridden . We

have headed for the high seas, with a heart for any

fate . As for the rest , we may adapt a nowy famous line

and give it a fuller meaning : Who dies if the Truth
lives ?

2

we are

• LIGHT " ADVERTISING CANIPAICN .

WHAT IS NEEDED .

* * * *

M. F. W. tells us that many years ago he took up

psychic investigation and that, as a clairvoyant, he

frequently saw a white vaporous substance coming

from the body of the medium and connecting with a

similar exhalation proceeding, only in a less degree,

from the sitters . Our correspondent adds :

When a number of people sit in a circle or semi-circle,

if they are in order , positive and negative , a white band

of this samo material is gathered round them all . When

oach individual gives off the " power " more or less equally

no depletion is felt by anyone . When the persons are not

sitting in due order (positive and negativo alternately ) a

very grave depletionis caused and materialisations are
almost impossible, as the current of magnetic aura is

stopped .

Our correspondent's remarks embody some facts

We are indebted to many friends for their response in

taking up the Light Publicity Bonds. A - nucleus has thus

boen formed for our proposed advertising campaign, but

thero is not enough money yet to hand to start this cam

paign in real carnest. Wo have a programmo planned out

for advertising Light in a manner which will bring its

existenco and its mission home to multitudes of pcoplc, we

might say almost in one day . The sum of £1,500 is now

required to do this . The want of it holds us up , and we

are faced with the fact that the right moment to launch

our campaign is hourly approaching: From experience

gained by many years we know that the months of October

and November are the propitious months.

Fifteen hundred pounds from one person or divided

between fifteen hundred persons will produce this definito

result.

Those who realisethe importanco of the messago which

Light carries to mankind will , we know , scc to it that our

appeal shall not be in vain . Tho LIGIIT Publicity Bonds

can be issued to those who desiro them in denominations

of from £25 to £ 500 . Thoso, again , who would liko to sco

this advertising campaign afoot, and the establishment of

LIGHT as a great paper, may help us through the Loctit
Development Fund. But through whatever homel, and

by whatever means, we ask our friends to ( o this great

thing for 11 NOW , so that in the o comin .: gloom ! Winter

months light may in very truth brighten ( FOTO 19:10

corner of human consciousness by means of tlic litila

journal which has won a permanent place in so many hearts.

Ligot" can be obtained at all Boolistails

and Memsagents ; or braubscription ,

22/- per annum.
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SIR OLIVER LODGE ON THE ATTITUDE

OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES TO PSYCHIC

PHENOMENA.

C

.

vantage of association with matter, and, on the ma

terialside, an animal ancestry with predilections which we
have to overcome . The training is evidently good for us.

It is an episode of importance, although it is not of long

duration. Whatever our condition may ultimately grow to

be, the immediate condition after death must depend very

largely upon the way we have used our life and opportunities

here.

THE TRUTH OF CHRISTIANITY .

“ After all," Sir Oliver Lodge continued, " that is the

orthodox doctrine of the Churches; and I must say our in

vestigations, to my mind, confirm the main truths of Chris

tianity in a remarkable way . They have made possible many

of the miracles which we otherwise might have thought im

possible . They have led some of us to a deeper appreciation

of the central figure of the Gospels, and we have realised

that the Incarnation is a vital truth , the full significance

of which we even get hardly realise .

" It is a mistake to suppose that we are trying to initiate
a new religion . It is not so . But in so far as we scienti.

fically establish the existence of a spiritual world — the world

to which our materialistic studies had half a century ago

rather tended to close our eyes — in so far as wedo that, we

aro. 'proving the preamble of all religions' for that must be
their foundation stone ."

Sir Oliver Lodge,who was one of the conspicuous figures

at the recent meeting of the British Association at Edin

burgh , granted an interview to a representative of "The

Scotsman ,” on a subject which was not dealt with at the

Association meetings, but in regard to which , says that

journal, " a spirit of inquiry is being manifested in many

divergent quarters - the subject of psychic phenomena.'

From the report which appeared in " The Scotsman” on

September 20th, we take the following extracts :

Regarding the likelihood of scientific organisations out

side the Psychical Research Society—such as the British

Association — taking up this subject as a proper field for
inquiry and experiment, Sir Oliver Lodge said in time they
hoped that orthodox science would take this subject under

its wing. They were in no hurry, however. They were con

tent to go on for a time accumulating facts, making working

hypotheses and tentative theories, until the time was ripe

for more universal acceptance. They did not wish to press

any scientific body like the Royal Society or the British As

sociation to enter on this field . They have , Sir Oliver Lodge

remarked , already a large enough scope for their activities;

and we are content to go on working until they themselves

realise that here is a new chapter-or, rather, a new volume

-in science to which they are bound to give attention . It

is not , he added, for everybody to investigate everything.

There must be a division of labour : and up to the present
the orthodox sciences, except in the case of individual

workers, have held aloof.

The apparent attitude of hostility on the part of some

leading scientists drew from Sir Oliver the reply that the

opinion of those who had not gone into the subject was not

of much value . It could only be a cautionary attitude, and

might be due merely to the feeling that before they entered

on any investigation they required a strong prima facie

caso to be made out .

THE BODY OF EVIDENCE .

" I think , ' ' he said , " we are nearing the time

when they will have to admit that we have estab

lished such we do not propose to make

the first move . When we are asked to lay the facts before

them , we shall have a great body of evidence, which, I

must say, has convinced me personally that existence is

continuous, that there is no break of continuity on death
except in so far as concerns the material body ; that we

go on , the same individuals as before , carrying with us our

character, habits, powers, and personality generally — carry

ing them through that adventure or episode in existence

for better or for worse , and unable to separate ourselves

from ourselves, however much some of us might desire it ;

that we still continue in a region of progress, growth , de

velopment, enlargement of knowledge and powers, much as

we do here. Here we have both the advantage and disad

a case , but

THE ATTITUDE OF THE CHURCH .

Regarding the investigations which were proceeding by

a Committee of the Church of Scotland General Assembly,

Sir Oliver said he hadheard of the attitude of the General

Assembly of the Church ofScotland, and those who thought
with him welcomed it as a sign of the new attitude which

was being taken towards these matters. He was inclined to

regard the Scottish people , and the representatives of the

Church in Scotland, asmore receptive and more open in

mind to matters of this kind , and suggested that this might

bo put down to the commoner experience of what is called

second-sight in Scotland.

" I think it is a great thing," he added , " for the Church

to begin to look into this matter. Ministers will find it ul

timately, of great assistance. It may enable them to give to

bereaved people more solid comfort and consolation than they

otherwise could offer to them . We may be said only to reach

what they have already attained by faith ; yet our lower

method of approach does not appeal to some people who have

not the highly developed gift of faith, and who would be

much strengthened in their convictions if they felt that they

were based upon a scientific substratum of knowledge. We

are not thereby encroaching on the region of faith. The

region of faith is infinite, but the question of whether ornot
man survives -bodily death is a simple matter which may

very well be answered by science ."

WILSFORD WAR MEMORIAL.

THE CHANGING ATTITUDE TOWARDS DEATH .

We have received from Lady Glenconner a copy of the

order of the service for the unveiling of the beautiful war

shrine which , in July last, she presented to the parish of

Wilsford -cum -Lake, near Salisbury. Graceful and dignified ,

the service while not departing from the fine traditions of

the Anglican Liturgy, brings out in definite fashion the later

knowledge gained concerning the true meaning of death :

" Sorrows are past, and in the end is shown the treasure of

immortality ." The hymn, described as the “ Spiritualists?

Hymn" because " it is worded for those who do not cherish

the grave , but rather look beyond it into Life fulfilled and

continuous, is the well-known one commencing :

" God of the Living, in Whose eyes

Unveiled the whole creation lies. "

It was the favourite hymn of Lady Glenconner's father ,

the Hon . Percy Wyndham , one of the pioneers of psychical

inquiry.

The service concludes with the words : " Think upon these

ye who pass by here to-day , and give them honourable re

membrance . Commit them once more in the silent words

of the heart to the Eternal Wisdom , desiring for them as

for thyself and all thy fellow -creatures, Peace and Pro
gress .

Amongst the names of the fallen liers on the shrine

is thatofEdwardWyndham Tennant, son of Lady. Glen

conner, who has left a lasting memorial of himself in the

poetry of the time .

A fine address was delivered by Sir Oliver Lodge on the
occasion of the Dedication of the Memorial. In the course

of his remarks he said , referring to the departed warriors :

" They are not extinct, they are vivid and active and
full ofloveand service . Theyare awake, they know, they

are with us to-day . No poor mortal remains lie here
their bodies remain on the field of honour. Never associato

your lost ones with the tomb, for ,as we were told 1,900

years ago, “Why seek yo the living among the dead; ' He

is not here, He is risen. ' They are not dead , they do not

sleep , they have awakened from the dream of life. Not

death and decay do we commemorate, but resurrection,

service and happiness.”

Such a service must have results that will be felt as an

influence far beyond the locality in which it was celebrated.
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MORE DISCOVERIES AT GLASTON

BURY ABBEY.

THE DIRECT INFLUENCE OF MIND

UPON MIND.

DR . LINDSAY JOHNSON NARRATES A REMARKABLE INSTANCE .

و

The “ Central Somerset Gazette" of September 23rd re

ports some further important discoveries made at Glaston

bury during the preceding few weeks through the excava

tions which arebeing carried on under the superintendence

of Mr. F. Bligh Bond, and which have included the un

earthing of a large portionof the foundation of the great

north wall of the Abbey. Of more interest to our readers

than the discoveries themselves will be the following ro
mantic facts attached to them :

" On August 3rd,” says the “Gazette ,” Mr. Bligh Bond

received a letter from a hitherto unknown correspondent

telling him that the present St. Joseph's Chapel is not on

the exact site of the original chapel, that if he dug a little

to the north of the wall of that chapel he would find the

foundation of the stone building built to preserve the old

wattle church (the original church built by Joseph of

Arimathea ] (even then enshrined in a larger rectangular

wooden structure ) , and that it deviated a little from the

parallel. Three days later he received a further letter from

the same person , giving fuller explanation and plan , and

stating that the wall in question had been the work of

Abbot Herlewin ( about A.D. 1105 ) . Mr. Bligh Bond took

little notice at first of these extraordinary communications,

and it was not until September 1st that digging further

began , as a result of the accidental finding of a small piece

of foundation during the process of levelling the soil near

an ancient stone Pyramid . This foundation seems quite

possibly the work of Abbot Herlewin . Gratified with this

chance discovery (unearthed in his absence ) Mr. Bligh Bond

proceeded to trace the wall further West and more and

more foundation was laid bare scarcely more than a foot be

low, the surface . And it deviates , truly enough, in its direc

tion northwards ( as the correspondent suggested ) to the

extent of one foot in twenty -one feet .

" But the extraordinary thing about this new and , from

a psychic point of view , thrilling discovery is themanner by

which , in the first place, it was disclosed . Mr. Bligh Bond's

correspondent stated that she was impelled psychically to

record the narrative of an old monk of Glastonbury Abbey

( not Johannes) , who vouchsafed to her many details and

many constantly -recurring plans of the position , before the

Great Abbey fire, of the old circular wattle church preserved

first by a rectangular wooden structure and afterwards en

cased by a stone building which , if the foundation disclosed

is a true guide, was of a stone similar to the present local

stone . The scripts which , with attestations of their gen

uineness and letters from Mr. Bligh Bond's correspondent,

our representative has seen , are inbeautiful Early English .

The attestor, a clergyman of the Church of England, states

that he saw the scripts on the evening of the day on which

the foundation was uncovered , and that the latter tallies

with the diagrams given in the scripts .

Further interest attaches to these scripts by reason of the

mention by name of several old monks, including one Robert ,

who came from Winchester to the Abbey. The correspondent

knew nothing of them---nor did she know much about
Glastonbury - before. She went to Winchester, and after

research among ancient records found the very names the
old monk had, through her , recorded . And the valuable

information given in the scripts was entirely unsought and

spontaneous - a fact which is really remarkable,

The following event happened ata house in Albany Street,
near Portland Road Station , London . I can vouch for its

truth as I was at the house .

I was paying a call on a gentleman and his wife when

another gentleman , a Mr. D., chanced to call about the

same time . He happened to have very decided psychic

powers, and knowing this, Mr. H. suggested that he should

give us a specimen of them . Now , there was another lady

who was staying with Mr. H. as a paying guest . Her

mother and younger sister lived at High Wycombe, in

Oxfordshire . It was about half past seven in the evening,

and my friend asked Mr. D. whether it would be possible to
influence the lady's mother in such a way that she could be

made to do something against her will . On Mr. D.being made

acquainted with the facts of the case, he replied that he

would try and see what he could do . Accordingly he studied

the map, and taking a pocket compass, which he happened

to have about him , he turned in the direction of High

Wycombe, and bidding. them all keep silence for a few

minutes, he stood buried in thought for a considerable time .

He then turned round and said, “ I believe I have done

it .” Now , what the younger daughter had told us was that

her mother and sister played a game of bridge together at

eight o'clock every week -day evening without exception .

“ Will, therefore, Mr. D.," she asked, “ see whether he can

so influence mother as to prevent her from playing to

night.” It was then that Mr. D. undertook to make the

experiment.
As soon as Mr. D. had sat down again , the daughter

wrote a letter to her sister requesting her to let us know

whether anything unusual had happened that evening.

The next post brought a letter from High Wycombe (which

had crossed the one we sent from London ) in which the

elder daughter told her sister here that a strange thing

had occurred :

“ Just as mother was about to commence her game as

usual with me , she suddenly pushed aside the cards and

said , My dear, I don't know what has come over me , but I

feel as if something dreadful would happen if I played to

night.' Of course , I thought at first that she felt ill , but

she replied that it was not that , but it was as if some

extraordinary power was preventing her from sitting down .

So , of course , we stopped the game , and mother went

straight to bed.”

I am aware that a great many scientists, and even

fair proportion of believers in psychic phenomena, reject

telepathy as being impossible, but if this is not a clear

case of telepathy , then I don't know what telepathy is . I

would have given the names in full, but I am not aware if

the people concerned would give me permission ' to do so ,

and I am too far away to write and ask for it .

GEO . LINDSAY JOHNSON , M.D.

Britannia Buildings ,

Durban .

September 1st , 1921 .

a

PSYCHIC PHOTOGRAPHY.

SUNDAY SERVICES AT THE ÆOLIAN HALL,

THE MARYLEBONE SPIRITUALIST ASSOCIATION'S NEW VENTURE .

wasThe whole -hearted interest shown by the large and re

presentative congregation assembled at the Æolian Hall ,

New Bond Street, London , on Sunday evening last, augurs

well for the future success of the Marylebone Spiritualist

Association's bold venture in holding its popular Sunday

evening meetings in this extensive and beautiful building,

instead of in the Steinway Hall where it has proclaimed the

tenets ofSpiritualism for so many years past.

The Hon . President, Mr. G. Craze, who occupied the

chair , reminded those present that the M.S.A. will cele

brate its jubilee next year . Forty -nine years ago it started

its Sunday meetings in a little carpenter's shop. Practically

all of the famous and revered pioneers of Spiritualism had

spoken from its platform , including Mrs. Emma Hardinge
Britten , the distinguished writer and speaker, through

whose mediumship were given the " Seven Principles ” of
Spiritualism . Mrs. M. H. Wallis , who gave the address

under the control of “Morambo ,” would, the chairman

stated , celebrate the jubilee of her platform work next year .

The M.S.A.'s new hymnal, “ Carols of Spiritual Life ,'
used on this occasion for the first time, and much appre

ciated . Capt. Dimmick , who presided at the magnificent

organ , rendered the musical settings with brilliant and

masterly effect. Miss Emily Dimmick , to an organ

companiment, sang “ Thus saith the Lord ” in a

which made a deep appeal to all present.

Dr. Ellis T. Powell is to give the address next Sunday

evening at 6.30 ,

By I. Tove WARNER-STAPLES , F.R.A.S.

!

It may interest readers of LIGHT to receive some addi

tional confirmation of the results obtained through the

inediumship of Mr. Vearncombe, of Bridgwater , Some

time ago I gave a friend, Mrs. Davis, an introduction to

Mr. Vearncombe, but did not mention her name or any

details . She had a photograph taken in the usual way,

and when the prints were sent to her later she

delighted to find a message in writing from her son who

died over a year ago . It was signed with his first name,

and the writing was exactly like his own , though very

small on tho photograph .
Some while afterwards she had another sitting and this

time agood likeness of her son appeared and also one of a

boy unknown to her . She chanced to show the photo to a

psychic friend , who was to have gone with her to Mr.

Vearncombe on that occasion , whereupon her friend im

mediately exclaimed , with astonishmentand delight, “ Why,

that is my boy !” andsure enough it wasa clear likeness !

'The last time Mrs. Davis had a photo taken four faces

appeared, but none was recognised .

Amongst all the arguments used for and against the

genuineness of psychic photos the most conclusive seems

rarely mentioned - that is the obtaining under any condi

tions (test or otherwise) of a perfect likeness of a departed

relation or friend who by no stretch of reasoning could

have been known to the photographer, or if known, of
whom no previous portrait exists which could have been

copied by fraudulent means . There are many such cases

in my own knowledge and in that of other investigators. A

gentleman known to Mrs. Davis obtained six psychic faces,

all of which he recognised . They appeared on one negative

taken by Mr. Vearncombe when the sitter's identity was

unknown to him . No fraud or “ thought transference" can

explain this .
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THE POWER OF THE TONGUE .

SOME MYSTERIES OF SOUND.

By MRS. F. E. LEANING.

SCONO

In a

There is at first sight much more romance and much less

scienco about the activities of the tongue than about those

of the eye . Weall admit that the spoken word has power,

but we are wrong. if we think that it is in the clothing of

ideas only that this power exists. Articulate speech , which

is the accompaniment of civilisation and its most compli

cated and refined product, has effects quite unconnected

sometimes with the need of communication which it is sup

posed to satisfy . It has, for one thing, shape. When, in

1785 , Chladni drew a violin bow across the edge of his tray

of sand, as everyone knows , the grains proceeded to arrange
themselves in certain geometrical forms, differing , with

different notes . Nearly a hundred years afterwards, an

American scientist, R. L. Garner, succeeded by the use of

the phonograph in magnifying sound. By taking the

record on a cylinder revolving 200 times a minute, and

decreasing the speed to forty , he obtained an analysis of

voice -sounds, and with the help of Prof. de Mott and the

phoneidoscope actually reduced certain sounds to a visible
condition. Before this. however, he had come to the con

clusion that " if the path described by the energy. which

produced sound could be made visible, it would be found to

have the form of a convolute spiral.'

SOUND SHOWN AS FORM .

And strange to say, within a few months of his making

this statement, a book was published in England in which

these very spirals and similar forms were shown as pro

duced by the uttering of song into the instrument called

the Eidophone, an invention which crowned many years

of research by Mrs. M. W. Hughes. She used lycopodium

dust, as a finer medium than sand, but again the grains

took' form , each note having its own symmetrical pattern,

notes of a higher octave reproducing the lower , but in a

more complicated way.

The correlation of the musical scale with the colours of

the spectrum naturally suggested another train of experi

ments, and an instrument was devised which demonstrated

this parallelism in the colour-organ , invented by Mr. A.

Wallace Rimington, and described in his book, published

(with illustrations) in 1912, entitled " Colour-Music.” This

organ , on which the ordinary music- score could be used,

was supplied with a keyboard and stops, the use of which

threw the various colours upon a screen in greater or less

intensity. Sir Hubert Herkomer speaks of the valuable

tonic and health -giving, effect of contemplating sound as
“ mobile colour. ” The latest researches in this direction ,

by Mr. Tudor-Hart, give the very interesting, result that

not only is the colour analogue of a harmonious musical
chord also harmonious, but the emotional effects produced

by the colour analogue will be equivalent to those produced

by the musical chord itself, (“ Psyche,” July, 1921 , p . 87. )

MUSIO AND EMOTION .

The connection of music with emotion brings us home

intothe central precincts of humanity. Fifty years ago

the Rev. H. R. Haweis dwelt on it in his “ Music and

Morals " ; ten years later Edmund Gurney did the same at

greater length in his great work, “ThePower of Sound.”
In the present century Dr. Henry Fotherby gathered up
these and various other threads in an illuminating way,

suggesting that since the material medium responded by

regularity of form to musical sounds, so the environing
ether permeating the nerve cells of the brain may likewise
fall into ordered and rhythmic movement, and so produce

pleasing effects. From all of which we may conclude that

when we speak we are producing a much wider range of
effects than we are conscious of or intend .

It is fortunate that however industriously the insatiable

mind of man may pry into the mechanismof his joys, he

only thereby adds another to them . We need not know

why it is that the haunting cry of the curlew makes the
lonely moorland seem more lonely than before , or far-off

church chimes awaken longing and aspiration , or why the

sound of a milking song floating up from evening meadows

moons, the hum of a great brown bee in the sunny garden ,

or the muffin hell, echoing in London streets long ago ,

he will realise how large a part sounds play in the emotional

complexes of life.

EFFECTS ON ANIMALS.

In the animal kingdom the production of sound to ex

press emotion forms a most interesting study. Even the

fish and the tortoise, most mute of creatures, find a voice

at the proper season, and accordingly to Helmholtz, “ the

auditory hairs of crustaceans vibrate to particular notes."
The naturalist who was the first to address monkeys in

their own tongue, the R. L.Garner before -mentioned, after

speaking of the many pitiful sounds” which little Dodo

made to her keeper, remarks: “ It has been my experience

that these sounds appeal directly to our better feelings.

What there is in the sound itself I cannot say, but it

touches some chord in the human heart which vibrates in

response to it ." Here the animal arouses emotion in the

man ; but mark the converse . Mr. Garner tried the experi

ment on a friendly monkey, named Jokes, of making the

peculiar piercing sound which denotes alarm or danger.

He instantly sprang to a perch in the top of his cage,

thence in and out of his sleeping_apartment with great

speed , and almost wild with fear .” Even many weeks after

wards Jokes could only be compelled , and not persuadede

to come to his human friend , showing how deep, and painful

an impression had been made by the sound .
This reminds us of the incident of the smith who shoed

Lavengro's cob . " 'Can you do this, agrah ? ' said the

smith ; and he uttered a word which I had never heard

before, in a sharp pungent tone . The effect upon myself
was somewhat extraordinary, a strange thrill ran through

me; but with regard to the cob it was terrible ; the animal

forthwith became like one mad, and reared and kicked with

the utmost desperation . " His master, who had previously

passed between his hind legs with perfect safety , dared no

longer approach him . few moments the smith

“ uttered another word in a voice singularly modified, but

sweet and almost plaintive ; the effect of it was as instan

taneous as that of the other , but how different! the animal

lost all its fury, and became at once calm and gentle. "

It is noticeable that in this instance the man

affected to some extent as well as the animal. Here , then ,

we arrive at the actual power of the tongue, and with it

the significance of names, the use of invocations , and a

whole realm of occult effects, in which there is such

wealth of illustration that it is difficult to know where to

begin .

SERRIED SOUNDS .

One of the outstanding effects seems to be that con

liected with the repetition of sounds. The same principle

runs from the lowest and simplest form , the production of

a single recurring note , which is tho spider's love -song to
his mate, up to the sonorous Gregorian chant and the most

majestic litanies . We find it again in the monotonous

little note- sequence of the Indian coolies, whoare able with

this accompaniment to traverse the long hill-paths with
less fatigue ; the burden -bearing natives of China do the

Our own sailors' chanties , and the marching songs
of soldiers in like manner beguile their works and ways.

The beating of the tom - tom , wearisome and unmusical as it

is to European ears , serves the same purpose, nevertheless,

as the singing of some hymns by Christian folk . Humanity

instinctively finds its way tothe means that produce har.

ipony and order in the invisible and sub -conscious regions

of being , and the emotional condition which would other

wise bethefruit of a prolonged effort of thought or will is

thus brought about by a natural economy. If sound be

accompanied with shape and colour, and these in turn

react upon emotion, it is not so foolish a thing as it seems

to our twentieth century wisdom , to take some heed to

these correlates, and to recognise that when the rich and

deep vowel sounds of the Latin tongue were discarded in

our churches in favour of a language " understanded of the

people," there was possibly some loss as well as gain . Somo

clairvoyants have described the beauty of the sound-built

ſorms resulting not from " vain repetitions" which are

merely " much speaking,” bụt from a wise use of the means

which wisdom can add to devotion .

(To be continued .)
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so marvellously sweet. Much of this emotional

pleasure is the result of association , of course . If the

reader will take time to day-dream for a few moments and

recall, not the great moments of excitement, of singing

audiences or cheering crowds , but the mass of little sounds

that he remembers with pleasure --the cheerful chime of the

nursery clock , the tinkle of tea -cups on hot summer after.

seems
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SPIRITUALISM IN ISCOTLAND. RAYS AND REFLECTIONS .

By HORACE LEAF. I was at the first-night performance of Sir Arthur

Conan Doyle's play, “ The Speckled Band ," at the St.

James's Theatre, on Thursday, 22nd ult. It was a memorable

occasion . Not often does the public witness so much all

round excellence in a cast . I could have enjoyed the play

even if it had been a series of disconnected character studies.

As it was, one had the double enjoyment of the play and

its masterly interpretation by Mr. Lyn Harding and his

talented company. Indeed, it was a treble enjoyment for

some of us , for the popularity of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle

was evident everywhereinthe theatre, although he modestly

withstood a clamorous call for the author atthe close . It

was a popularity that none of his venomous critics in the

Press and elsewhere are ever likely to attain .

The visit to London of Dr. Walter Franklin Prince , Prin

cipal Research Officer of the American S.P.R. , and editor of

its Journal, and of Mr. Hereward Carrington , on their re

turn from the Copenhagen Congress, is a matter of pleasant

record . Both paid a visit to our office, and left an excellent

impression of two personalities very different and pursuing
quite distinct lines of research . Dr. Prince is a scholar

and antiquary , greatly interested in Johnson and his circle,

and I had much pleasure in taking him to the home and

haunts of the great English sage, in and around Fleet
Street.

Mr. J. Millott Severn, of Brighton , had an instructive
article on “ That Mental Monster, Fear, ” in “ Science

Siftings" lately. It should be good reading for those

pilgrims of earth whom Bunyan depicted under the names

" Ready -to -halt ” and “ Much Afraid ,” of whom there are a

goodly few in our own ranks.

I have been agreeably surprised at the healthy state of
Spiritualism in Scotland at this period of the year. It is

not usual to find large audiences attending public meetings

until about the beginning of October, yet at the beginning

of August the hallswere often full in small as well as large
towns, and the interest and feeling exceedingly keen . At

Dunfermline, where I opened my campaign, the local

society had been doing excellently throughout the

whole of the summer, notwithstanding great difficulty in

obtaining the assistanco of experienced platform workers.

Dunfermline is well known for its strong religious attach

ments, and Spiritualism has long experienced the full blast
of this keen wind. It hasbeenconsistently opposed by the

various Christian sects. The vigour of its growth is, how ,

ever, such that already it is permeating the Churches, and

it is, Iam told , by no meansa rareoccurrence now to hear
ministers preach it in effect to their congregations , whilst

stillprofessingtoscornit. Manyoftheleadinglaymon
of the town are leaning towards Spiritualism . It will

always remain a pleasant memory to me that when I gave

a lantern lecture here a few months ago , a leading Church

man lent his lantern and sheet for the occasion , whilst

his son acted as operator , without any other reward than

comes from the consciousness of a good deed well done.

In Edinburgh I found thingsgoing equally well. With

better advantages than Dunfermline, so far as platform sup,

plies are concerned, this society has, a more intellectual

and conservative people to cope with than most. The

beautiful and stately appearance of the town , coupled with

its great historic and educational traditions, have made the
inhabitants of Edina soar high . I am confident that no

movement can ever hope to flourish in Edinburgh unlessit

can propagate its cause in a refined and artistic way. The

society does the best it can under the circumstances, and

the present results are gratifying. The large hall was

filled each Sunday evening , and also at the week night ser
vices and circles . It speaks well of the intellectual tone

of this society that it demands at least two week night
services, in addition to a number of publio circles carefully

conducted . This course is often pursued for successive

weeks and even months, with the best results.

The importance of public and private demonstrations of

clairvoyance and psychometry is being constantly evidenced
to me. Great numbers of people are made enthusiastic

Spiritualists through them, and many are the cases of a

convincing evidential nature that are told me by the

recipients.

One lady in Edinburgh informed me that a year or so

ago a medium described to her, at one of the séances held

under the auspices of the society, the form of her son , an
officer killed in the war. The medium said her son was

anxious to advise her on a point that was greatly disturb

ing him , as he felt it affected his honour. He then stated

that his mother was disputing, with the War Office about

his pension , the authorities wishing to base it on a rank
lower than that which he held . Ho requested herto persist

in her demand and she would gain her point . All this was

perfectly true. She informedme that she had taken her

son's advice, and the matter had just been settled in her
favour .

I was present at a séance during the week at which
this lady also attended , and where she received further

proof of the survival and presence of her son . The medium

accurately described him to her , and added , “ He tells me

that he saw you put a piece of white heather on his photo

graph this week, and it made him happy to witness this

further token of your love for and remembrance of him .”

I spoke to the lady afterwards, and she assured me

that the incident was quite right, except that the photo

graph ” was really a marble figure of her son seated on his

horse. She had received a present of white heather from

a friend that week, and had put a sprig of it on this

statue, hoping her son would be aware of it and be pleased .

Here are some short excerpts from Mr. Severn's article :

“ Fear results chiefly from an excess of cautiousness, com

bined with lack of hope, self-confidence and courage, and

is enhanced by ignorance. As a man develops understand

ing, his knowledge and insight will dispel Fear. Fear and

ignorance go together. Persons · with excessive

cautiousness go against their own interests ; being over care

ful, they lose many good opportunitiesthrough fear to take
a little risk , and often have occasion to feel annoyed when

they seo others doing the very things which they had in
their minds to do. Procrastination is one of the worst

characteristics of excessive cautiousness. Fear causes both

moral and physical cowardice. It paralyses the mind's

powers and makes its victims slaves to apprehension ,

vigilanco and doubt."

aIn the course of his review of “ The Wanderings of

Spiritualist,” Mr. James Douglas coins a pithy phrase to
describe the author . After alluding to Sir Arthur Conan

Doyle as a man who believes in his wares and who “pushes

them with all the energy and persuasiveness of a good sales

man or commercial traveller," he says, “ Ho is the drummer
of the unseen .

That is really an excellent piece of phrase -making,

although some readers may need the explanation that

“ drummer " is American for commercial traveller. But even

in its ordinary sense “ drummer”. is a good description.
One thinks of Bret Harte's spirit- stirring drum , of

“ Drake's Drum ,” heard so mysteriously when the German

Fleet was surrendered, of the Drummer of Tedworth and

other examples of tho power of the drum to rouse tho soul

to action .

The soul of life is notcontained in one particular nation

or people, it is within the elect of all the earth , without
distinction of race or colour.- " SPIRITUAL RECONSTRUCTION .

THE “ Quest”' for October contains amongst other articles

of philosophical interest, one by the editor, Mr. G. R. S.

Mead , on " Fourth Dimensionalism . " Professor Das Gupta

and Professor Mackenzie deal respectrvely with Yoga

Psychology and the Quest of the Soul.

INNER DIRECTION .-— “ Contemplate the attitude of your
life to the world in general . Are you living up to the highest

you know , or at least trying so to do , or are you copying

another's mind and following in another's track ? Man must

make his own path , none can follow another exactly . Until
this can be built into man's consciousness he cannot properly

conceive the basis of life—variety-nor the beauty which

comes from this infinite variety . I would ask you

to stay any active endeavour to force an idea upon another.

God's dew falls equally, but only the delicate petal attuned

can fully absorb its refreshing power.” — COMMUNICATIONS

through A. M. G.

Let me conclude on a lyrical note :

THE JUNCTURE .

In this critical age, when some minds have begun

To pick holes inthe Ether, find spots on the sun

When -Learning , disdaining its previous poses

And having abolished therecord of Moses,

And found Evolution accounted for all

That the story of Man was a rise not a Fall

Turns round in its tracks , and with something like terror
Detects in its old view of Matter an error,

Then surely the spirit of Progress will kindlo

Some light rather brighter than that which led Tyndall ..
At present the path is not easy to find

“ Illusion " in front and delusion behind,

And Science, made cautious by things in its wake,

Now shrinks from advancing for fear of mistake .
But it's human to err , and I oftentimes wonder

If courage can countenance fear of a blunder ;

And sometimes one fancies — it's just a surmise

That Error may really be. Truth in disguise .

D. G.
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VALE OWEN AND SWEDENBORG.

SOME COMPARISONS.

By ARTHUR J. WOOD.

NINTH ARTICLE.

SPIRITUAL STARS .

Swedenborg places it on record that on one occasion when

conversing with a company of angels in the world of spirits,

he commented to them upon the appearance of stars

there, and suggested that they might be as numerous as
those seen in the universe of Nature.

" The angels,” he said , “ being much delighted with this

remark , replied that perhaps thenumbers were equal, since

every society in Heaven sometimes shines like a bright star

before those who are below in the world of spirits . " :
They also said , he tells us , that since the societies of

angels are innumerable , and arranged in order and in in

finite varieties according to their affections, it was reason

able to imagine that , according to these varieties, " an equal

number of stars was provided , i.e. , created in the world
where men live in a material body. ” This conversation

(which is only a portion of the whole) is interesting, not

only as revealing the existence , or rather the appearance,

of starsin the next world, but also as showing thateven the

angels themselves are not omniscient, since they could not
confirm the seer's suggestion .

It appealed to them as an agreeable, and perhaps poetic

fancy, and onewhich might even have some basis of reason

as indicating the power of God , although they could not
confirm it .

But as to this matter of the appearance of stars in the

world of spirits — is it a fact ? It is , at all events, supported

by the Vale Owen script. In one of the earlier messages

an account is given by Mr. Vale Owen's mother of a visit

she paid with four other women to a city ruled by one
“ Prince Castrel,'' with whose home there we have already

made acquaintance in a previous article . One of the inci

dents she records as having taken place while there was

the arrival at the city of a number of angelic visitors from

a higher sphere. The women were taken by the Prince to

the walls of the city , not only that they might witness the

arrival, but also, as it turned out , for a more particular

purpose withregard to the women themselves. It was to

be a test at thesame time , but unknown to them , of their
degree of spiritual progress in a certain direction — that of

knowledge or wisdom . Thus, use and enjoyment go hand in

hand in the after life. It is one of the most charming and
suggestive stories in the script .

Previously to going on to the walls of the city the

Prince had already described to his five guests what he had

seen of the coming visitors, from the plains, for they them

selves were unable to see so far off as their undeveloped

state did not permit of their doing so.

When they were all come to the wall, the Prince said to

the women : " Tell me which of you first sights them .” Little

they knew of the purpose which lay behind this apparently

so simple and innocent question !—and which is revealed in
the script .

We will let Mrs. Vale Owen continue the story in her

own words . She says :

“ We looked long and eagerly , but could not see any

thing. At last I thought Isaw a star begin to twinkle

over the mountains far away in the depth of space. Just

at that moment one of my companions exclaimed, 'I think ,

my lord, that star was not there when first we
here . '

" Yes,' he replied , 'it was there, but not visible to
you . '

The story then goes on to tell how the star gradually

drew nearer, and, changing its aspect, assumed other forms,
eventually resolving itself into a great company of angelic

spirits, who had come on a special mission to the city of

the Prince .

It is an interesting story , and illustrates by a concrete
example the bare statement of the seer .

Two strange facts have their emergence so far in these

articles , which one would never have previously suspected ;

apparently trivial in themselves, but not without acertain

significance which I will point out in a moment. The first

fact is that the Heavenssometimes appear above the world

of spirits as mists or light clouds (see LIGHT of September

3rd , p . 586 ) ; and the second, that angelic societies some

times appear as stars . It is not without interest and signi

ficance , therefore, that we read in the Scriptures that it

was a star which announced the birth of Christ to the wise

men of the East ; and that it was a clowl which received

Him out of thesight of His disciples when He finally quitted

the scene of His earthly ministry. With regard to these

strange appearances ( strange to us, that is ) in the other

life , it need occasion no surprise, least of all incredulity,
when Swedenborg declares that sometimes a whole society

of angels may appear as one, and that the more perfect the

society through the numbers which compose it, the more
perfect the human form_it assumes on these occasions.

Further, that the whole Heavens themselves in the aggre

gate appear before the Lord as one man . He says :

It has been permitted me to see an entire angelic

society appear as one in a human form , whenthe Lord is

visibly, present amongst them . There appeared on high

towards the East, as it were, a reddish white cloud, en

compassed by little stars, which descended ; and in its

descent became gradually more lucid , until at length it

assumed a perfect human form . " ,

With regard to the interesting fact that " Prince Castrel"
was able to describe in detail the appearance of the region

from whence his angelic visitors came, and also other par.

ticulars concerning them which he described to his women

guests, Swedenborg accounts for this extraordinary acuity

of spiritual vision as follows :

“ The external sight of the angels corresponds to their

internal sight or understanding, for the one flows into the

other, and they act in unity ; hence the wonderful acute

ness of their vision . "

Thus, the greater their progress in wisdom and intelli

gence, the greater their power of sight, so perfect in that
world is the adjustment and correspondence between internal

and external. There are several illustrations of this principle

in the script, especially in the later portions , which readers

of it may discoverfor themselves.

This powerof distantvision reminds one of the prophecy
in Isaiah xxxiii. , 17, with regard to those who walk righte

ously and speak uprightly — that their eyes " shall see the

King in his beauty ; they shall behold the land of far dis
tances."

SPIRITUAL INFLUENCES IN MAN'S LIFE .

Man generally is unconscious of the influences that are

daily moulding and directing his daily life and actions. Un

known to him , spiritual forces are continually flowing in, to

which he reacts according to the nature he has formedfor

himself — forces both good and evil, which help him or

hinder him as he responds to one or the other.

In one of the Vale Owen messages the communicator

speaks as follows :

" To-night, a few words as to co -ordination of forces to

any certain and particular end, purposed by those whose

duty and responsibility it is to issue into these inferior

spheres such commands as are decreed in those above.

Know you, therefore , you who dwell in one of the outer

most of those spheres, that such duties as are assigned

to you have all been worked out as to their class, and the
end to which they tend, by those who dwell in realms far

above you . These schemes of allotted service are trans

mitted downward until they reach you , and are made

known to you , sometimes in one manner, sometimes in

another — to one more plainly , and to another , less watch.

ful , not soplainly . Nevertheless, all who run the race of

the earth -life may read the scroll if they choose, and per

severe to will that light be vouchsafed to them as to what

their life shall be, and to what end they have been
guided. If those who are instrumental in the

working out of such schemes be faithful and diligent,
those who conceived it have the power to attain . But

not unless ; forevery man is free to choose, and no man's
will is overruled in the matter of his choosing. ”

This teaching will, no doubt , be difficult of acceptance

to many, especially to those who have not yet lived long

enough in the world to realise its truth ; but to the older
ones it will be more readily acceptable, especially by those
who possess some degree of spiritual discernment. There

is noneed to particularise, for many are conscious of inci

dents happening in their lives which were not such as they
worked for or desired, but which they have come to see

turned out for their good in the end.

Swedenborg teaches the same great truth as revealed in
the script, but in different phraseology. He says :

“ Every spirit, though he is entirely ignorant of it,

has communication with the inner and inmost heaven. His

intorior character is known by the angels, and he is also

governed by them from the Lord .

" It is the same with man - otherwise he could not live.

The things which flow thence into his thoughts are only

came

.
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the ultimate effeots of this communication. All his life

is thence, and thence all the tendencies of his life are

regulated "

Another aspect of this teaching is seen in the following

statements taken from the script:

" Very fow there are who realise in any great degree

the magnitude of the forces which are ambient about

men as they go about their business day by day. Nay,

they mingle withyour own endeavourswhetheryou will

or po. These powers are not all good ; some aremalicious,

and some are between -wise, and neither definitely good

nor bad . When I say 'powers' and 'forces' it is of neces

sary consequence that personalities be present to use

them . For know this : for you are not, and cannot be and

act alone; but must act and will, and continue in part

nership ;., and your partners you'do elect,whetheryou
do so willingly orno. So it behoves that all be curious

in their selection . "

This " election of our partners," to use the communi

cator's expression, is neither more nor less than the operation
of the law of spiritual affinity ; for we attract just those

spirits to ourselves who are inagreement with the quality of

our own love and affections, for these are the magnets which

draw , not only men together, but spirits and angels also ;
and these again to men , who, ' as spirits, are still in

carnate .

Swedenborg refers to this conjunction of angels and

spirits with men in the following words:

" There are attendant on every man, both good and

evil spirits ; by good spirits he has conjunction with

heaven, and by evil spirits with hell."

These spirits are not ordinarily conscious that they are with

man, no more than man is that he is with spirits, for they

are not conjoined to his thought, but to his affections.

“ The spirits who are adjoined to man are all of the

same quality as he is himself, as to affection or love . Good

spirits are adjoined to him by the Lord , but evil spirits

are invited by the man himself; and the spirits which

attend him are changed, according to the changes of his

affections."

He further declares that man is governed by spirits from

the Lord , because , being born into evils , he is not in the

order of Heaven . " Order is Heaven's first law ,” once said

a poet .

" It is, therefore, necessary that he should be brought
back into order, and this cannot be effected except by

means of spirits. It would be otherwise if man were born

into goodness, which is according to the order of heaven ;
for then he would not be governed by means of spirits,

but by order itself, and consequently by, general influx.

Animals are governed by general influx , because

they are in the order of their life , which theyhavenot

been able to pervert and destroy, because they have no
rational principle .'

It is the possession of this rational principle which en
dows man with liberty and freewill in things spiritual, and

the power of choice between good and evil.

Since man is conjoined with spirits through his affections,
both good and evil, and from these his thoughts have their

rise,he is able from these to perceive the nature and quality

of the affections which flow in and move him , from the

world of spirits, and to accept or reject the one or the other

just as he wills. Only that is appropriated to him which

he cherishes in his thoughts from his affection , and this

becomes his spiritual meat and drink, out of which his

spiritual body is nourished and made strong for good or

evil. This is not figurative language, but literal fact ; for

thoughts and affections are real and substantial things. A

manis responsible, not for that which enters into him , but
for that which he appropriates and makes his own , by the

digestive power of his thought, and which he puts forth
again as his Only by keeping a careful watch over

the nature of his intimate thoughts, is he able to learn the

nature of the partners he elects to serve him in his journey

towards that land where he shall meet them face to face ,

and be amongst “ his own . The " powers” and “ forces"

to which the Vale Owen communicator refers are, in fact,

those very affections spoken of by Swedenborg ; for thought,

of itself, has no power except in so far as it has behind it

the driving force derived from these deeper currents of

man's being, and which are being continually fed from the

springs which arise in worlds beyond, and from which he

draws his very life and sustenance.

In its issue of the 17th_ult., the “ Liverpool Daily Post”!

prints an article by its London correspondent of special
interest to followers of Psychical Research . The article is

entitled , “ From a Highland Castle Window ," and in the

course of his observations the writer, " A London Club

Member,' refers to the fact that he is occupying a haunted

room in the Highland castle at which he is staying. He

does not see the ghost, but refers to the fact that the

apparition is fairly frequent. " She is just a pitiful ghost,

as sweet as 'Mary Rose' and more purposeless.”
He con

tinues :

The Society for Psychical Research came here years

ago, and elucidated nothing. Personally I have heard

such different types of presidents as Mr. Arthur Balfour

and Sir Gilbert Murray and Professor Jacks deliver their

annual addresses, yet none of them conveyed anything

practical to my mind . All the same, the attempts to

commune with the dead have increased 'to an extent that

the multitude does not realise. It has brought comfort

and relief to many sorrowing hearts. In other cases

perhaps those of the stronger -minded some will say

there has been complete failure . What is much more mis

chievous is that certain fraudulent people, pretending to

be mediums, have preyed on the mental misery of the

bereaved and have extracted money from them. I have

never forgotten once sitting next Sir William Barrett,
who may be regarded as the greatest scientific investi

gator into the subject, and his emphatically telling me

that there is one stage in the career of every genuine

medium when he or she becomes unconsciously deceptive.

I replied it might correspond with the dark period in the

life of every mystic. But his remark I have always con

sidered most valuable.

In the Highlands mysticism and fey have a wonderful

and sincere vogue, unadvertised but pregnant with

strange results . There is a little housekeeper in this

castle, a perfect dear, beloved by the owners , guests and

servants . She has just left my room , where she has been

hovering like a guardian angel to see I lacked nothing.

Her son had served in the Highland Brigade and fell in

1916. Every day , in the simplest way, she will tell you

of the subjects of her conversation with him on the

previous night. Sometimes they are about things more
beautiful than the Rev. Vale Owen has touched on . Some

times they are oddly topical, as, for instance , “Mac

Andrew in heaven says they dinná fash themselves over

politics up there."

We have only one comment. The “ Daily Post” writer

quotes Sir William as saying that " there is one stage in

the career of every genuine mediumwhen he or she becomes
unconsciously deceptive.” He possibly misunderstood some

remark of Sir William Barrett, who is not given to making

sweeping statements. The remark applies to some mediums,

not by any means to all.

own .

WEsympathise with a member of the staff of LIGHT, Mr.

Leslie Curnow, in the transition , a few days ago at Sydney,

at the age of 92, of his mother . - Mrs. Curnow, who was the

widow of Mr. William Curnow , formerly editor of the

" Sydney Morning Herald , " was throughout her long life
anenthusiastic and successful worker in many public move

ments in New South Wales , including the Free Kindergarten

movement and the Sydney University Women's College.

She also founded the Sydney Women's Literary Society and

the Optimists' Club . In opening the latter she defined op

timism as “ the process of distilling the best and sweetest

out of life , and sharing it with others” -an ideal which she

always endeavoured to put into practice, and which will

commend itself to every true Spiritualist.

EDUCATION THROUGH PRAYER. — Prayer is a method in the

divine education of humanity. The Christian who does not

pray is like a boy who attempts to learn how to bat and
bowl from the study of a text-book ; it cannot be done .

Christ trains us otherwise ; He gives us in prayer a .real...

education in His service , because prayer is an energy.by

means of which things are done ;, after it is released things

cannever be the same in this universe . - EDWARD SHILLITO .

MUSIC -WRITING AUTOMATISM . – Lady Berkeley sends us an

interesting letter from France in which she states that it is

about four years since she began to take an active interest

in Spiritualism . In the first year she obtained messages in

automatic writing on religious subjects which helped her

back to faith , as she had got to the point of doubting the

existence of a God , seeing how often injustice seems to go

unpunished. Some discouraging experiences followed later.

But recently she has tried holding a pencil over a blank page

of music paper, while lying down with her eyes closed, and
in this way she has obtained notes which form a melody,

and she wonders whether anyone else has tried this experi

ment before. She adds, “ Of course, this is not the same as

inspired music . I have had this at times , whole phrases

with their harmonies coming into my brain complete, so

that I could play and write them down instantly ."

LADY GLENCONNER AND PSYCHIC PHOTOGRAPHY.-Lady

Glenconner makes a rather important correction in the

letter which we printed on page 620. Towards the close of

the first paragraph she substitutes “ investigators of” for

“ opponents to.” To make her meaning clearer she also in

serts before the last sentence of the letter the following :

“ I see a great distinction between people who approach the

matter by underhand methods and scientists who ask to be

allowed to impose their own restriotions."
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W !299 IS THE SPIRIT WORLD ?

-

1

Of certa fundamental things the advanced thinkers

Oct 1 1270 aitaiced , humaniy speaking , coni

piote assulace. Cu smaller questions there is
naturally much diversity of view , and we have to pro

cee:l carefully along the lines of orderly and logical

bing, rcalising that many of our conclusions must

Le tentative - in the rature of " working hypotheses.

we are frequentiy asked for information as to the

pecize locality cf thc “ spirit world ,” and arc at once

62scious of complex questions of Time and Space , and

cainally cur c'd friend the Fourth Dimension comes

ia further to complicate the position.

Is 11. p-sibie to asign a local habitation to the

spirit work !! Doubtles , if it is well understood that

para exp-2330g interior things by exterior methods,

Tag van uit :.0.1 we can do is give a p :irtial and relative

sint of something that viewed from other points

"ÜY2V miiy find cxpregoicu in ideas that will scem

y contradictory .

ACCORDING TO HUDSON TUTTLE .

Tot 113 take cne writer, Hudson Tuttle, and quoto

l.is words, not authoritatively but rather suggestively,

3 : 3 indicating a rcaachable hypothesis. We select this
vr.zor because of the general high quality ar : sanity

( 2 , and also because they arc in agreement

with the leading writers and thinkers on the subject.

Tirdson Tuttle , in his “ Arcana of Spiritualism ,

says that an Unknon Unionc cxists beyond the

material crcation . It is formed of the emanations aris

ing from the physical universe and is a reflection of it.

Thi , be rays in cffect , is the spiritual universe, a realm

izüsli 1913 boen niade sa vague and indefinite by thc .

spiritual philosophics ” of the past, that we have lost

any clcar perception of it. Ho remarks that if spirits
exist il: eir description of their abode is as authentic as

thic report of travellers concerning their experiences in

icroin countric :s.

Picoecling , lie tells us that the Universe is under

exibly it rofiniug process and the spirit world is formed
Izohi tho iscending sublimated atopus. He says that

Nature works in great cycles, overy returning coil being

obore the prececling (evidently a spiral) and illustratos

lis point by reference to the changes of the past. Let

ils give some quotations, solccting those most definitely

to the point :

In tho individualised spirit tho atoms which composo its

organism are elaborated by and derived from the physical

Lody, S , are the spiritualised atoms which ascend from

j: 1 :3;)lo valle claboratord.

T ! ..... atro , il Cu , ilicend from all substance:

-- ! e razral, the vegetable and the animal kingdoms ,

by which they are progressively refined , and from these

ubimated essences is the " spirit world ” derived .

It is born from the carth as the spirit is born from

the body.”

T:le loupATION OF SPIRIT REGIONS.

lie are toid that thcc cthereal particles gravitate ,

that is to say, they ile impelled by attractions and

repulsa... Tliey are not attracted to carth , being too

ethereal, but arise from the earth's surface until they

icach a point where their gravity and repulsion are in

equilibrium .” There they remain, but as the atoms are
of varying degrees of refinement, the more refined

l'aturally rise above the rest . And so, we are told,

** zones ' are formed , for the author's contention is that

the spirit realms consist of zones or belts of stratified

matter encircling the earth, each zone naturally being

more ethereal than its predecessoi. The rings of

Saturn furnish " a fire ilustration of the form and

appearance of the spirit zones ,” for the spirit spheres

are rather zones than spheres.” They extend sixty

degrees each side of the earth's equator: If we take

t's sixteenth parallel cf latitude each side of the
"catorand imagine it projected against the blue dome

of the sky, we have the boundaries of these zones.

Next we get some distances in miles : The first zone

is sixty miles from the earth's surface ; the second

zone about the same distance from the first; the third

is just outside of the mocn's orbit, or two hundred and

ixty five thousand miles from the earth . From this,

the third sphere Ol zone “ rise the most sublimated

exhalations which mingle with the emanations of the

cther planets and form a vast zone around the entire

solar system , including even the unknown planets

beyond the vast orbit of Neptune.” Further we are

told :

As the emairations from the refined planetary spheres

formi a sphere around the solar system , so the refined

cmanations from all the solar systems form a still more sub

limated series of zones around the Milky Way. The same

great principles pervade all of these spheres. The impress

of the same law is witnessed in tho magnificent spheres

which surround the almost infinitely extended Galaxy, as

in the primary zones which surround the earth and planets.

DEFINITE BUT NOT “ SCIENTIFIC .

Here we lave matters stated with a sufficient par

ticularity to satisfy the most “ materialistic" Spirit

cialist , and incidentally to make the transcendentalist

and certain quasi-mystics writhe in pain , for some

poisons scem to have the idea that to be definite and

intelligiblo is to be commonplace , and that mystery

and mysticism have some affinity with mist.

Hovever this may be , we have presented in rough

outline Hudson Tuttle's ideas of the formation and

place of the spiritual worlds. The statements he makes

are familiar enough to the psychic student, who

observe that the descriptions agree very much with

those given by other seers and writers , although they

n.ay cone as something new and startling to many who

arc ncvices in Spiritualism .

We do not offer them as authoritative statements.

Treat them as interesting speculations, remembering

that they are horribly " unscientific ,” as unscientific as

radium , electrons and X -rays would have been to the

RoyalSociety in the days of George I. But be patient

with the indignant snorts of the physical scientist when

the matter is mentioned in his hearing. They are not

altogether unjustified . He must not be asked to accept

anything as a fact that is not capable of practical

demonstration. Until they are verified along scientific

lines these ideas of the spirit world can only be matters

for tlic thinker, who may find them as fully warranted

by his principles of reasoning us is the existence of the

other to the playsicist .

)

2 )

NOTES FROM FRANCE.

simple

That the ectoplasm and the human radiations known as

N -rays may be the same, or a modification of each other, is

suggested in an article by M. Andry -Bourgeois in the

" Revile du Spiritisme" for September. This riew, the

writer appears to suggest might be tested in a

manner if it were practicable to iminure a medium in a

chamber, hermetically sealed , and completely covered with
lcad (to shut out Roentgenandotherrays) with a view to

ascortaining, whether rapping or levitation could be pro
duced outside the chamber . It is known that N -rays will

pass through lead, and if the test demonstrated that ecto

plasm alsodid the same, two commonqualitieswould have

been proved. Articles by Dr. Geleyand'M. Henri Regnault

: appoar in the same issue, also a notification of the trans

tion at Bar-le -Duc, of M. Alphonse Becker, a
Spiritualist, aged 81 .

a veteran
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Wo understand that Sir William Barrett has been elected

President of the re - constituted Danish S.P.R.

Mr. George E. Wright, in his memorable address to the

members of the L.S.A. in June last, suggested that it was
high time than an effort was made to drop the term

" medium " (that " horrid word ” as Myers called it) and sub

stitute for it the far more appropriate name " sensitive. " !

We find another suggested name in that interesting and

extraordinary book, " Neither Dead Nor Sleeping , ” by Mrs.

Sewall.
*

We go to press too early to publish a report of the Rev.

G. Vale Owen's address at the opening meeting of the

L.S.A. session , but hope to do so in our next issue .

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle resumes his public addresses

this month . On October 5th and6th ho speaks in the Free

Trade Hall , Manchester, on tho 8th at Warrington, and on
the 10th at Congleton (near Derby) , Next month Sir .

Arthur will be at Nottingham on the 7th and 8th, at
Sheffield on the 30th , and in December he will deliver an

address at Leeds on the 2nd , and preach at the Church of

England at Anerley on the 19th . He has a rich field of

experiences to draw on from his recent Australian tour , and
his addresses are sure to excite the utmost interest' and

controversy .

She writes : "The term 'control' applied to the assistant

on the Etheric Plano I think inappropriate, since I do not

observe that he does in any sense control either his patrons

or tho other side, or myself or ny assistant on this side.

I think the name 'medium ' much more indicative of the

actual service rendered by these assistants on both sides,

but the charlatanism charged against such assistants in

discriminately by ignorant, prejudiced persons has rendered

the title 'medium ' obnoxious. I should like to see the term

' Interpreter ' applied to both . ”

*

Sir Arthur, by the way , had a blaze of publicity last Sun

day when a newspaper poster asked in big letters, “ Is

Conan Doyle Mad ?" . This was in connection with a striking
article with that titlo in the “ Sunday Express, to which

reference is made elsewhere in this issue.

>

In this remarkable record of her psychic experiences

Mrs. Sewall refers to an instance of what she calls " instan

taneous disintegration .” Sitting, alone in her rooni in

which neither the door nor the window was open, she was

holding in her hand a photograph which she was discussing

with a friend who was withher. Mrs. Sewall reached for

ward with the photograph, asking her friend to examine

it. The other, reaching out her hand, said, “ Where is it ? ":

Mrs. Sewall replied, " Why, you took it from my hand . ”

The friend said this was not so , that when she extended

her hand to take the photograph_(which she had seen) there

was nothing for her to take . In a subsequent communi

cation by automatic writing it was explained that

certain one on the other side had taken the photograph.

The reason given for the act was strange that it

would take agenerous measure of belief to credit it . The

book, however , is one to read whether it be to praise or

a

SO

A telegram from Copenhagen states that the committee

of the International Psychical Research Congress held there

recently has published the following resolution adopted at
that Congress: “ Considering the important part which so
called Spiritualistic phenomena play in all social conditions

in all countries, this Congress is of opinion that these pheno

mena should be accepted for examination by every means at
the disposal of science . "

censure .

*

At Blackpool on September 19th a woman was fined £ 25

for fortune-telling. Sho had previously been fined £ 20 . At

Scarborough on the same dato a woman was fined £1 for the

samo offence, and a male accomplice was fined £5 . An

interesting point in this case was that the town corporation

received half the proceeds . The magistrate observed that

the Town Clerk had been misled as to tho naturo of the

entertainment .

“ A Dreamer" writes in tho “ Daily Mail" : " Happy and

normal people do not dream . But the absolutely normal

are in a very small minority . Most other people dream

more or less, and are curious as to the origin and inter

pretation of their dreams . The meaning of a

dream is seldom what it appears to be on the surface; the
obvious interpretation is not often the correct one . And for

that reason the attempt to interpret dreams by people

other than those who have qualified by long and patient
study on scientific lines is likely to result in nothing but

ignorant and totally misleading guesswork.”

)

“ Everybody's Voyages in Dreamland" is the fascinating

title of an article by the Rev. G. Vale Owen in the “ Weekly

Dispatch ” (September 25th ). He considers that the prob
lem of dreams can only be solved in tho light of psychic

science. The question we have to ask ourselves, he says, is
what kind of life we aro living in our sloep -time , and in a

striking manner he proceeds to give his explanation .

*

Have any of our readers any experience of singing during

sleep ? The following instance of slumber song is related

by a correspondent in the “ Daily Dispatch” , (September

6th ): “ The singer was a man of about 20 , who ordinarily

has no pretensions to being a vocalist. One night, how

ever, the wholehousehold ( about five people ) were awakenod

by his voice. It was as if a singing master were giving an

example of voice-production. It was a sweet but sonorous

tenor, and lasted , maybe, half a minute . Afterwards the

singer could recollect no dream which might have caused

him to sing ."

Mr. Vale Owen writes : “ Even in this earth-lifo we are

spirits. That is why we believe we are immortal. The

difference between a live man and a dead man is that the

live man has a body of flesh and the dead ono has not . But

the man himself is a spirit all the time. When he falls

asleep he apparently dispenses, for a few hours, with this

body. He puts it off like an overcoat. But that is just

what he does when he dies . So the problem is to find out

what is the difference between a sleeping man and a dead
man . If we can solve this problem we shall have founda

key which ought to enable us to open the gate which leads
into the Garden of Sleep . We may not beable to go right

into that mystic garden. But if we can manage to get the

gate open we ought to be able to get a look inside.'

Another correspondent in the same paper writes: “ We

were billeted in an old French barn during the war, when,

in the middle of the night, a corporal sleeping next to me
sang two verses of a well-known hymn in a clear tonor voice,

quite sweetly. You can imagine how astonished we were !

Ho remembered nothing of itthe following morning ."
)

How he develops his attempt to get tho “ look insido”

inust bo read in this highly interesting article, which con

cludes with an eloquent passage wherein Mr. Vale Owen

suggests, as an experiment, that at first waking one should

endeavour to recall the wanderings in the dream state,

when “ it may be you will find it in you to realise that dur

ing the night-time you have walked on holy ground with

pleasant people , and that your heavenly companions are

not very far away from you during the day- time also.”

That wonderful war record, “ The Fighting at Jutland,"

published last week (Macmillan, 21 / -), contains the story of

à curious prophecy mado by a Maori chief . Ho presented

to tho captain of the battle-cruiser New Zealand a Maori

war mat, with the injunction that it was always to be worn

by him when in action . With the gift was made a pro
phecy that the ship would one day be in action and would

be hit in three places on the after -turret, on the fore -top,
and on the conning-tower — but that the casualties would not

be serious At Jutland we were hit only on the after

turrot, and there wero no casualties . We told thọ Maori

chief at the time of the prophecy that what he said might

come true, but that it was of no personal interest to the

officers and men then in the ship, as on Søptember 1st ,

1911, wo wero duo to pay off, and a completely new set of
officers and men would join. But the Maori chief was

emphatic that it was the same officers and men who would

bo in tho ship in action .” Ho was right, and the mat was
worn at Jutland. ”

The essays written in 1883 by Frederic W. H. Myers are

to be republished by Macmillan under tho title : " Essays,
Classical and Modern . " .

>

.

Mrs. Rosa Leo Grindon , who is known in literary and
dramatic circles for her work in connection with Shakes

peare's plays, contributes a long article entitled “ The

Other Side : What I Have Learnt of the After -Life " to tho

“ Manchester City News" (September 17th ). She states

that she writes in the hope of helping earnest inquirers, and

especially in view of thoapproaching visit to Manchester of

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, when interest in tho subject will

bo greatly stimulated .

Mr. Horace Leaf, in the “ Psychic Gazette" ( Octobor )

speaks of excellent results in psychic photographiy obtained

by a group of investigators in Darlaston, South Staffordshire.

Ho says that for the present the circle is withholding the

names of its members until they consider themselves suff

ciently developed to be able to give assistance to bergaved
Recognised : estras” have, howovor, boon obtained .

.olesi
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PSYCHIC PHOTOGRAPHY.

THE RECOGNISED PORTRAIT OF A SOLDIER SON.

> on

then . "

Some of the psychic pictures obtained through the instru- Being a good amateur photographer, having followed it

mentality of Mr. Hope, of Crewe, are more in the nature of for years as a hobby, I was curious about the photos that

“ human documents' than of scientific material. They have had been taken at the Crewe circle . We secured a sitting,

an appeal to the common life, and the common emotions and went there on June 24th . We took our own plates with

which a case based exclusively upon the most rigid scientific us , and I put the plate in the dark slide myself, and put

scrutiny might well fail to present. We have to try to keep my name on it. We exposed two plates in the camera with

the balance between that which , being human , is yet un- only a partial success the first time, but the other

scientific, or which , being scientific,, is, so to speak, in- plate being exposed we got the splendid result I am

human . So far, the examples ob sending you to insert in your

tained in psychic photography have paper .

been sufficient to satisfy both the It is a well -recognised photo.

scientific and the everyday stand Even my nine-year-old grandson

ards of evidence. could tell who the extra was with

Mr. R. S. Hipwood, of Sunder out anyone saying anything to him.

land , is one of the many persons I took the photo to have it en

who have been distressed by the larged ; the lady manager at the

attacks on Mr. Hope, and desires shop said , " The central figure has
to be numbered publicly amongst moved ." I said, “All the better

his defenders. He accordingly sends
for me, it must have been alive

us the photograph reproduced on

this page , with an account of the Having a thorough knowledge

circumstances in which it was ob of photography I can vouch for the
tained . We give the story in his veracity of the photograph in every
own words : particular. I claim the print which

To the Editor of " Light." I send you to be an ordinary photo

of myself and Mrs. Hipwood , with
This photograph has attracted the extra of my son , R. W. Hip

so much attention both in our local
wood, 13th Welsh Regiment, killed

circles, and also far and wide , and in France in the great advance in

is such a splendid result that I wish August, 1918 .

you to insert it in your valuable I tender our friends at Crewe
paper, especially in view of the

our unbounded confidence in their
hostile attacks on Mr. Hope and

work in proving to broken -hearted
Mrs. Buxton . It is our bounden

ones in such a tangible way that
duty to support them in putting there is no death in God's wide

before the public the facts, so I will world . I may say my son
was altell in a few words our experience

ways a splendid character in earth

of a visit to the Crewe circle.
life, a fine promising organist, with

We lost our only son in France , a soul and spirit fullof music.

August 27th , 1918, and began to ask He obeyed the call to duty and

ourselves : " Is there really a life made the great sacrifice .

beyond ? ” Our minister could not
Yours faithfully ,

tell us anything definite, beyond a R. S. HIPWOOD.
joyful resurrection in ages to come

Photo of Mr. and Mrs. Hipwood, with psychic 174, Cleveland Road,
-perhaps. My wife was invited to

extra of their soldier son.
Sunderland.

go witha friend to the Spiritualists'

meeting at Sunderland, but it was It is hardly necessary to add any
some time before she persuaded me to go . I have all my comment on the case . We may leave it to be judged on its

life been a true Churchman , and entirely opposed to Spiritu merits . It is one more testimony added to a multitude

alism in general , and spirit photographs in particular. already on record , although relatively few have yet been

However, my wife and I went to the meeting, and we published . A great reservoir of evidence remains still un

soon saw that this matter was no sham — that the Spiritu- tapped. We claim that the evidence amply establishes the

alists are not mad ; we soon learned that there is no fact of psychic photography, even if we leave out the major

death . Various mediums described to us a form which we issue of human survival — that has been overwhelmingly

recognised as our son . established along other lines of inquiry .

THE RELIGIOUS QUESTION.

A NOTE ON RECENT EVENTS .

BY MAJOR R. A. MARRIOTT .

as it has

The orthodox Christian must of necessity be appalled

at the views held by the Dean of Carlisle, but the Christian

who is also a Spiritualist can see how this schism in the
Church may pave the way to a fuller understanding of what

Spiritualism really teaclies. The Christian Spiritualist has

no need to split hairs. In whatever measure the proportion

of human todivine in Christ, he knows that His headshipis

acknowledged in the next world , and that, for him , is suffi
cient . Nor does the question of virgin birth present diffi

culties to an observer of nature, who is also cognisant of the

super -material powers with which spirits, even those not

far advanced , are endowed.

Again , for the purpose for which Christ was sent into the

world there was no need to be omniscient, as He had inan's

limitations : 'even the higher spirits profess ignorance of

their ultimate evolution , and of the attributes of God.

Christ , in spite of what theDean says , did claim divinity,

when He said : " I and the Father are One, " but did He

mean more than any devout Spiritualist in his understanding

of the word at-one-ment, when he learns that he is im

mortal, a son of God and “ joint heir with Christ” to im

mortal ' life ? If only theologians would seek interpretation

from the live records of Spiritualism , and preach the con

firmation of all that they teach as an article of faith , there

would be no need for theology: the Truth that makes

us free would gradually direct the warring energies of man
into channels of active brotherhood, and of charity in the

widest sense of its meaning. This " bombshell ,

been called, may be pregnant with issues for the greater

spread of the truth . What need of polemics when we re

ceive such comforting assurances as the following, revealed
to Vale Owen ? -

“ We do not proffer gifts as slaves to princes. But we

do come and stand by you with gifts that gold cannot

buy ; and to those who are humble and good, and of a

pure mind we give these gifts of ability to understand the

Truth as it is in Jesus, of certain conviction of the life

beyond, and of the joy in it, of fearlessness of disaster

here or hereafter, and of companionship and comradeship

with angels.

“ LIGHT ” DEVELOPMENT FUND.

>

In addition to donations recorded in previous issues,

we have to acknowledge, with thanks, the following sum :

£ 8. d.
F. J. S.

0 6 6
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MR. JAMES DOUGLAS AND “ THE

WANDERINGS OF A SPIRITUALIST . '

A STRIKING PRONOUNCEMENT.

of the awakening of such in a higher world, whore values

are different and prizes distributed upon quite another

system ; he has told of the joy of being at last understood,

of the pleasure of long -deferred appreciation , of the endless

vistas of congenial development which shall there open out

before them , of the glory of self-realisation and self-ex

pression when at last they shall be able to give utterance

to that word which all their lives has been stammering upon

their tongue.

It is to be expected that the more spiritual a man is,

the more fully alive his consciousness to the wonders of the

great beyond , the less will he be in intimate rapport with

the world and its affairs. He may do the duty of the daily

round but he is progressively losing touch with his material

environment ; it means less and less to him , occupy his

energies as it may ; and , like the Great Master, he will

tend to become an anomály, a stumbling block . a walking

reproof of the world and its modes of thought. Where his

treasure is there will be his heart, and his kingdom is not

of this world .

SPIRAL THINKING.

THE PROGRESSION OF THE SPIRIT .

" Is Conan Doyle Mad ?" is the startling headline of a

sober and sane article by Mr. James Douglas in the “ Sun

day Express" (September 25th ) . Mr. Douglas points out

that Sir Arthur could not have created Sherlock Holmes

if he had not been versed in the laws of evidence, and that

in many other respects he is a pioneer, seeing further ahead

than most of his contemporaries. “ He foresaw the nature

of the submarine war. Many other predictions that he made

have been fulfilled . As an imaginative realist he rivals Mr.

Wells . It is not easy to reconcile these facts with the

hypothesis that he is stark , staring mad on the subject

of the dead . He has established his right to be

heard, and we may be wrong in refusing to hear him . There

may be oceans of fraud andfolly in Spiritualism , but there

may be a grain of truth in it . It may be one of the great

movements of the human mind , as yet in its early stage ,

but destined to struggle towards full and final victory .

Itmay be that Spiritualism will become an ordinary

fact and factor in human life . The ancient barrier be

tween the living and the dead may be crossed . Intercourse

between the two separated portions of the human race may

be made possible . The mourner may cease to mourn .
The

continuity of personality may be proved beyond doubt. It

may be possible to know as well as to believe. How can I

rule out this vision of hope and joy ? I certainly cannot

prove that it is impossible .

One thing ( in Mr. Douglas's opinion ) Sir Arthur's book,

“ The Wanderings of a Spiritualist ,
proves-his intellec

tual honesty . " He makes admissions which a rogue or

lunatic would not make . He deliberately weakens his own

case by his exposition of its flaws. The working of his mind

is candid, and he is a glorious evangelist . His fervour is

splendid .'
Mr. Douglas closes by claiming a fair hearing for Sir

Arthur. “ Let us investigate instead of sneering. Let us

examine all the evidence, all the witnesses, all the “cross

correspondence , all the book tests , ' and all the photo

graphs . Let us sift and clarify, weigh and measure . The

progressive Press, at any rate , ought to be on the side of

reverent research and honest exploration.”'

Mr. James Douglas was formerly editor of the ' Star,"
and his conspicuous ability as a writer and thinker rather

led us to expect from his pen in this case something re

moved from the usual run of criticism . We are glad that

expectation has been justified . The cheap assumption that

a man whose views differ materially from those of the ma

jority is necessarily insane may well be left to the race of

dullards who have not the imagination to rise to the under

standing of a new idea .

As a slight possible contribution to the exceedingly

interesting paper by Mr. A. J. Wood in LIGHT (p . 602), I

venture to call attention in connection with thinking

spirally " to some lines in “ A Lyric of the Golden Age ".

that wonderful book of inspired verse through Lake Harris

in his earlier years. On .p . 242 we read :

Through harmony in body, heart and brain ,

Through harmony of wisdom , love and use,

Man blooms in every faculty of soul,

And every organ of the cultured mind ,

And consciousness itself becomes inspired,

And man reflects the streaming thoughts that shine

Through spirit atmospheres upon the world .

He takes impressions from the entities

Of the Divine Existence ; in his sleep

He passes through the golden gate that opes.

Into the splendors of the Spirit -world ;

He wakes beyond the body and its sphere ,

He is at liberty from outward things.

This state of inner waking is beyond

The state men first take on beyond the grave,
Because the nervous essence that first clothes

The spirit, leaving the dissolving form ,

When mind becomes clairvoyant yet remains

Connected with the outer particles;

And when this state grows perfect man ascends

The spiral pathway of the upper life.

His errors being dormant, and he learns

Eternal and unutterable things,
That never are and never can be known

Till all the outward faculties of man

In perfect harmony prevent no ray,

But shine translucent from the light above .

Also Mr. Wood's clearly thought out " natural-spiral"

as from “ right to left” --thus downward , as against the
" spiritual-spiral" from " left to right” -- thus upward ,”

strikes one as in perfect consonance with both the mystic

Boehme and the philosopher Bergson ; in the “ contrary

will” of the one and the contrariety ” and “ interruption '

of tho other .

May it not be conceivable that the Christian Scientists

have-- consciously or unconsciously-como into somewhat

of this “ spiral” thinking, and hence the " natural” results !

“ God from our hearts veil after veil

Keeps lifting , till we see with His own sight,

And all together flow in unity's delight."
E. J.

THE MAN OF VISION.

By The Rev. F. FIELDING -OULD, M.A. (CANTAB . ) .

" There shall be those who sowed and might not reap,

But ere the seasons ' circlo fell asleep ,

And found no guerdon for their labouring;
There shall be those who dreamed and could not bring

Their dreams fruition , but were baulked and bound,

The sport of meaner souls who hemmed them round.

There shall be those who loved and might not know

All their days gladness : yet for all their woe
Went with unsullied shield and plumèd helm unbow'd .”

A " man of the world ” is one who is thoroughly at home
among the conditions of this material plane. He under

stands his environment and is in sympathetic and intimate

correspondence with it. The world cannot take him in nor

get the better of him , and so he prospers, is contented with

himself, and leaves a fortune behind him .

But there is another type and temperament for which
the “ man of the.world ” has a good natured or more pro

bably a highly irritated contempt. It is the “ unpractical”

man, the dreamer of dreams, the man whose mind seems

to him full of whimsies , fantasies and nonsense . St. Francis

was the chief of such in history, Locko's “ Beloved Vaga
bond " in fiction . Ho is a guilelesschild inthe hands of

the hard headed, a fool to his own brothers and sisters and

adear helpless, creatureto his wife. "Do not stand looking
at the sunset,” they cry ; " you are getting your feet wet .

" I see heaven opened ,” he may say, and they will rush to

stone, not a blasphemer, but such an exasperating oddity .

If ho can make a name as a poet or a prophet the " man of

the world ” will pass by such a lusus naturæ with his tongue

in his cheek , or priggishly pretend a littlo appreciation,

lest the enthusiasts should think him a freak himself.

But most dreamers cannot communicate their vision ,

their song is beyond the compass of a mortal voice, and
the melody which makes their hearts dance is in a key

which the human ear cannot detect. Alas, for such sensitive

souls, they do not belong to this order at all ; they are

guests misunderstood and underestimated , the victims of

continual disappointment, wounchs and contempt.

Very touchingly has Mrs. Wallis's famous control spoken

all

1

6

THE POSTAGE Tax .- We receive so many letters requiring

a personal reply , but without the necessary stamped ad

dressed envelope, that we must again remind correspondents

of the necessity for prepaying postage in these cases.

L.S.A. LECTURES. - Mr. R. H. Saunders, who is

nounced to speak on Thursday, the 13th inst ., on “My

Sittings With Mrs. Wriedt," informs us that in the course

of his address he will deal also with his experiences in

Direct Voice Mediumship with Mrs. Roberts Johnson.
“ DETACHED " CRITICISM.-Altogether , there are at least

a hundred occasions upon which Home raised himself in the

air and floated round the room in front of such reputable

witnesses as Lord Adare , Lord Lindsay, Captain Wynne,

Professor Crookes, Samuel Carter Hall and his wife, Mr.

Hewett and his wife, and many others. Critics of spiritual

phenomena habitually refer to cach case as if it were some.

thing, entirely peculiar in itself , with no, reference to the

cumulative testimony of many separate observers . It is as

unfair as if some strange animal had been reported by fifty

travellers in Central Africa but its existence was disputed by

men who examined one single caso and refused even to allude

to the other forty -nine. Thero aro few earthly things which

could not be contested by such tactics as these.--From

"Spiritualism and Rationalism ,” by Sir Arthur CONAN
DOYLE.
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LONDON SPIRITUALIST ALLIANCE, LTD.

THE

A Society for Spiritual Enlightenment and Service.

PROGRAMME OF WINTER SESSION,AUTUMN AND

1921

as a
never

THEL.S A. invites to its new home at No. 5, Queen Square, Southampton Row, London , W.C.1, all those
who seek information and desire trustworthy data on the all-important subject of HUMAN SURVIVAL

AFTER DEATH . This Society, which has existed since the year 1884, was more needed than it is

to -day by reason of the world-wide awakening to the discoveries of Psychical Research and a genning)

desire amongst all classes and Church” denominations to inquire into the Facts of Modern Spiritualism and

their relationship to our life here and hereafter. The London Spiritualist Alliance supplies this need and offers

authoritative instruction, help and guidance in a proper and reverent manner.

The present membership of the Alliance is a very large one , and includes ·

representatives of the Church, the Press , the Medical Profession , Science, the

Law, the Army and Navy, Literature, Art and the Stage ; in fact, people in

every walk of life can be found on its roll .

The Alliance has been carrying out its work conscientiously, honestly and

without special favour to any sect or creed during the many years of its exis

tence. It has won the approvalof some of themost distinguished minds in the

land . Men and women of all denominations have , time and again, expressed

their gratitude for the great help that the Society has afforded them in

matters of a spiritual and psychical

character.

Such a Society as the London Spirit

ualist Alliance is essential to all who have

eren the slightest inclination to increase

their knowledge concerning such all

important questions as “Where are the

Dead ?" " Is communication with them

possible ? !' and further, “What

learn from those who have passed

which will help us to improve our lives

here ?!

Thousands of people have found

comfort and solace from the know

ledge they have gained of those

A Corner of Queen Square, Southampton higher things through their member

Row , London , the home of the L.S.A. ship of the Alliance.

1

can we

on

The Entrance to No. 5 , Queen Square,

the Headquarters of the L.S.A

A MEMBER'S subscription

of One Guinea per annum

entitles you to :

The use of the Society's magnificent

Library of Thousands of Works the

largest in Great Britain .

tio

FREE ADMITT
ANCE

at all Special

Meetings when addresses are given by

men and women distinguished by their

knowledge and experience in Psychical
2009

Research , Spiritualism and kindred subjects.

The Library and Members' Drawing Room are open daily , except

Saturday, from 10 a.m. until 6 p.m.

Cosao

Information will be gladly afforded by the Secretary who is in attendance

at the Offices daily , and to whom all communication
s should be addressed

23

ce
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PROGRAMME OF LECTURE CLASSES

OCTOBER TO DECEMBER.

THE NEED FOR INSTRUCTION.

Almost the first thing that confronts the inquirer into

psychic matters is the difficulty of knowing how best to

approach the almost bewildering mass of information now in

existence, how to separate the facts from the fallacies, and
know the wheat from the chaff..

The question is continually being raised on all sides and

comes from both laymen and clerics, "Where can one go to

receive a reliable course of instruction on at least one of

the innumerable phases of this important branch of know

ledge ? " To meet tho very pressing need for practical

instruction in one or other of the many branches of psychic

science and Spiritualistic teachings, the L.8.A. hes

instituted a series of lecture classes. These classes are con

ducted by men and women chosen for their wide knowledge

and firsthand experience of these subjects . This series of

classes will prove invaluable and a boon to everyone who

has a genuine desire to get a true perspective and a deeper

insightinto mattersthat are to-day engaging the attention
of the greatest and most enlightened minds of the century.

Given below is a brief summary of these classes. Full

particulars and prospectus will be sent post free by the

Secretary of the L.S.A. , Ltd. , on receipt of postcard:

Lecture Class, Series A. , on

THE ELEMENTS OF PSYCHICAL RESEARCH

Conducted by MRS. F. E. LEANING ,

A Member of the Society for Psychical

Research and Contributor to “ Light ".

Lecture Class , Series B. , on

Psychic Phenomena and their Relation

to Science and Religion .

Conducted by G. E. WRIGHT,

Author of " The Church and Psychical Research ,"

Member of the Society for Psychical Res arch.

Every Wednesday Evening at 7 o'clock ,

From October 5th to December 7th .

Every

From

Friday Evening

October 7th to

at 7 o'clock,

December 9th .

Fee for the Series of 10 Lectures :

Members of L. S. A. , 15s . Non-Members, £1 ,

Single Lectures 23. 6d .

Fee for the series of 10 Lectures :

Members of L. S. A. , 15s. Nod -Members £1 .

Single Lectures 23. 60 .

Lecture Class , Series C. , on

The Mind in Relation to Psychic Research.

Conducted by H. ERNEST HUNT,

Author of Self Training," " The

Influence of Thought,” Etc., etc. ,

Demonstration Lecture Class D.

CLAIRVOYANCE

Every Tuesday afternoon at 3 o'clock

Commencing OCTOBER 4th .

When acoredited Mediums will give

demonstrations tbeir gifts.

These meetings will be presided over by qualified

lecturers who will give short addresses and

answer questions.

of

Every Tuesilay Evening at 7.30 o'clock.

From October 4th to December 6th .

Fee for the Series of 10 Lectures :

Members of L. S. A., 153. Non-Members, £1 .

Single Loctures 2s . 60 .

Admission for these classes

Member's ls. Non-Members 28.

No admittance after the door is closed at 3.30 .

New evidence and LECTURE CLASS SERIES E.
explauations not

yet made public will
Readings, from the Vale Owen Script,

be given during the

readings by Mr. H. Conducted by H. W. Engholm .

W. Engholm.
Every Wednesday Evening at 7.39, commencing Ostober 5th.

This series of Readings will be free to all . Readers of the Vale Owen Script are specially invited .

Discussion and

questions are in- ·

vited at this series .

( Silver Collection . )

London Spiritualist Alliance;, Ltd ,

FORM OF APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP OF

LECTURE CLASS SERIES.

To the SECRETARY,

5, QUEEN SQUARE, SOUTHAMPTON Row , LONDON, W.C.1,

11
I ......... desire to be enrolled as a

Member of the following Lecture Class :

Lecture Class Series A.

B. ( Strike out the Class or Classes not required . )

C.

>

>

for the Series of Tenand enclose £

Lectures.

Note-Fee for the Series of 10 Lectures,

Members of the L. S. A., 16 s . Non- Members £1.

Single Lectures 2 s. Bd.
One of the L. S.A. Class Rooms at

5, Queon Square.
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A STRANGE WEDDING. THORNTON BUTTERWORTH LTD

Now Published

COMPLETION

OF THE SERIES

The " North China Herald ” recently contained an ao

count of an unusual wedding procession witnessed one Sun.

day at Yangchow by thousands ofinterested spectators.

The daughterof a once prominent official had been engaged

from infancy to a scion of another official house, who died

several months ago. After his death, the young man ap

peared repeatedly to his promised bride, urging thatshe

mustgo to hermother-in -law'shouseas if he were alive,

and become the wife of his kuei (spirit) . Her family reluc

tantly consented to her going, and amid many tears, the

procession made its way to her future home, the bride's

chair, instead of being decked in the conventional red,

being draped in green satin, and the cortège comprisingall
the accoutrements of an old official funeral . The wedding

ceremonies of doing obeisance to ancestors and friends wero

performed by the girl beside the coffin of the bridegroom in

a temple.

THE BATTALIONS

OF HEAVEN

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. Spirit Messages of Arnel

Received by the Rev.

G. VALE OWEN
7/6 net;

reason .

Previously Issued

P. B. BEDDOW . - Dr. Powell dealt very fully with this

question in Light for July 23rd and 30th last.

K. M. M. (Jersey).- We fear it would be impossible.

Séances for materialisation are very rare .

G. V. - There is very little meat on the “ bone" you

have to pick with us. The articles ceased at that point

just because the matter was finished , and for no other

" Love and Peace" by all means , but not at the

cost of tame acquiescence in injustice to others .

V. P. - It is an offence which, as Mrs. Gamp said , lambs

could not forgive nor worms forget. But we hope our heat

is always of the “ radiant” variety.

G. COOPER. – Such was his " Bible language." But he will

know better as time goes on .

W. F. PRINCE. – Our good wishes go with you.We hope
our next meeting will beon your side of the Atlantic . At

present it seems of all things the most improbable .

D. F. M. - We know of no Spiritualistic group in the

town, but we believe there is a Theosophical centre there.

S. S.S.Thank you for the letter with your impressions

of the movement . We may quote some of your remarks.

THE LOWLANDS OF HEAVEN

THE HIGHLANDS OF HEAVEN

THE MINISTRY OF HEAVEN

7/6 net each .

( Inland Postage 4d, each volume ).

WHEN Time lets slip one little perfect hour,

Oh, take it, for it will not come again .
15 BEDFORD ST. LONDON W.C. 2

PAMPHLETS THAT WILL HELP YOU

A Library for £1 .
POST FREE AT PRICES QUOTED.

Office of “ Light."

5 , QUEEN SQUARE, LONDON , W.C, 1,

SEVEN BOOKS ON SPIRITUALISTIC SUBJECTS.

Send a P.O. for £1 to the address below and you

will receive the following Seven Books post free.

7d.

COMMUNICATION With the Next World : the Right

and Wrong Methods. Given by W. T. STEAD

from “ Beyond the Veil," by Madame HYVER.

Price 3/6 ; post free 3/9 .

REAL GHOST STORIES . The late W. T. STEAD's

Collection of Stories , arranged by E. W. STEAD .

Price 5/- ; post free 5/6.

AFTER DEATH. Enlarged Edition of " Letters from

Julia . " A Personal Narrative of Experiences in

the Spirit World . Price 5/- ; post free 5/6 .

MY FATHER . The authoritative Life of W. T. STEAD ,

containing Personal and Spiritual Reminiscences.
By ESTELLE W. STEAD . Price 2/- ; post free 2/3 .

Spiritualism , Its Position and Prospects.

By David Gow ( Editor of Light) . 5d.

Jesus of Nazareth and Modern Scientific

Investigation , from the Spiritualist Standpoint.

By Abraham Wallace, M.D. 8d.

The River of Death .

By A. E. S. (Lady Stapley ) 8d .

The Relation of Spiritualism to Christianity

and of Spiritualists to Christ. By Rev. F. Fielding

Ould, M.A.

Some Practical Hints

for those Investigating the Phenomena of Spiritual

ism . By W. J. Crawford, D.Sc. 7d .

Some Practical Aspects

of Spiritualism . By Stanley De Brath,

M.Inst.C.E. 4d.

Present Day Spirit Phenomena and the

Churches. By Rev. Charles L. Tweedale. 3 d.

What Spiritualism Is :

Hints for Inquirers and Students. By E. W.

Wallis . 4d.

Death and Beyond :

A Spirit's Experiences. Trance Addresses by
E. W. Wallis , 4d .

Is Spiritualism Dangerous ?

By E. W. & M. H. Wallis 3d ,

Death's Chiefest Surprise.

Trance Address through E. W. Wallis 4d.

Forty Years of Mediumship .

Interesting Incidents, by E. W. Wallis 4d.

Spiritualism , Its Principles Defined.

By Richard A. Bush; F.C.8. 3d .

Materialisations.

By Horace Leaf.

Spirit Teachings

Some Chapters from the Writings of M. A. Oxon

( William Stainton Moses ). 2d,

THE BEGINNINGS OF SEERSHIP, or Supernormal

Mental Activity . By VINCENT N.TURVEY. Preface

by the late W. T. STEAD. Contains incidents of

the Author's Seership . Price 3/6 ; post free 3/10 .

WHY I BELIEVE IN SPIRITUALISM . By ESTELLE

W. STEAD . Price 3d .; post free 4d .

WHEN WE SPEAK WITH THE DEAD. By ESTELLE

W. STEAD. Price 3d . ; post free 4d .

Send order and remittance for single copies or

for the Special £1 offer to E. W. Stead,

Manager of Stead's Publishing House,

Bank Buildings , Kingsway , London, W.C.2

4d
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Conducted by H. W. Bogholm, Bditor of the Vale Owen Soripts.

Ourreaders are asked towrite usonall questions relating to Psychic and Spiritual Matters, Phenomena,

& Co, in fact , everything within therange of our subject on which they require an authoritativereply . Every

wook answers will appear on this page.

We do not hold ourselves responsible for manuscripts or photographsunlesssont to as in registered envelope,

and allcommunications requiring a personal answermust beaccompanied bya stamped , addressed envelope
for reply.

업

under a new name, with the added circumstance that ,

thanks to Dr. W. J. Crawford and Dr. Gustave Geley , the
substance has received a scientific imprimatur. It has been

handled , weighed , examined under the microscope , and
subjected to chemical analysis. Details of this last opera

tion were published in the last issue of Light . The actual

production of Ectoplasm was much more common in the

early days of the Spiritualist movement than it is now .

Then, materialisation was a fairly regular form of medium

ship , while to -day it is extremely rare. An excellent and

vivid description of Ectoplasm forming and issuing from

the side of the medium Eglinton will be found in Edmund

Dawson Rogers' “ Life and Experiences.'

reason .

PSYCHIC PHOTOGRAPHS -MELANCHOLY FACES.

J. asks us a question which we have answered before in

replying to another correspondent: “ Can you suggest any

reason why the faces in psychic photography are so mourn

ful in expression, so completely lacking in joy and vitality ?”

Yes, quite easily . In the first place, the faces are rarely

actual faces of the spirits concerned , but plasmic masks—

simulacra — of the faces they wore on earth. That is one

We may next take the consideration that spirits
coming from their own natural sphere into earth conditions

for the first time do so often with strain and difficulty, which

may conceivably have its effect on the pictures presented.

But they are not always sad faces. We have known some

radiant and happy ones, where the conditions ( about which

weknow so little ) are especially good . But as many spirits

had not a particularly happy timeon earth , and yet wish to

show themselves as they were (for recognition ) rather than

as they now are sometimes wonderfully changed by their

new life the explanation is easily apparent .

MUSIC OF THE SPHERES.

P. R. H. - We quite agree. The musical forms of earth

are doubtless materialisations” of the essential principles

of music . It has been said by poets and philosophers that

the whole Universe is constituted on musical principles , and

doubtless all the arts besides music present some aspect of

the idea of Harmony . As to the “ heavenly concerts,”..

ferred to by Swedenborg, and others, we can only dimly

conjecture the character of them, aided by earthly analogies,
but in themselves they must be far beyond our mental

range, limited as it is by the criteria of physical life .

SEEING THE AURA.

J. F. — Quite a number of people who know little or

nothing of clairvoyance say that they have on occasion

seen a " light” around a preacher or orator. Some of them

write to us for an explanation. Wecan only reply that it

is impossible to say positively that they saw the aura . It

might in some cases be the result of fancy or an optical

illusion . It is only when their accounts tally with those of

recognised clairvoyants that it is possible to speak with

some degree of assurance . Our subject is essentially one

in which the greatest care is necessary . Loose statements

and hasty judgments have been its bane.

EARLY RECORDS OF ECTOPLASM.

A correspondent, R. F. S., asks me if it is not the case

that Ectoplasm , about which we hear so much nowadays ,

a familiar phenomenon at séances in the early days.

This is so , and it is only another instance of rehabilitation

THE SIDERIC PENDULUM.

“ Pendulum " asks me to furnish him with " more par

ticular details of what is meant by the Sideric Pendulum ."

If he had followed the discussions and descriptions given in

Light from time to time he should be quite familiar with

the details . The actual process appears to be of great

antiquity , and various names are employed . For instance,

it is known as the Magic Pendulum , and in France as the

pendule explorateur. It consists of a ring or small ball sus

pended from a thread held between the fingers. My cor

respondent will find much about it in that excellent little

brochure of Sir William Barrett's, entitled " Psychical Re

search " (Home University Library ). In the “ Strand

Magazine” of August last year there was an article on “ The

Sideric Pendulum , in which it was claimed that by means

of the pendulum the sex of eggs could be determined .

re

HYPNOTISM AND CLAIRVOYANCE.

G. M. C.--We can but answer your question at the mo

ment by a reference to the experiments of Dr. Gregory,

who wrote : “ We have often seen persons in the mesmeric

sleep who could see and describe correctly what was done

behind them , or otherwise out of the range of their vision

had their eyes been open , whereas their eyes were fast

closed and turned up , so that when forced open only the

whites were visible , and moreover insensible to light. In

other words, we have often seen and tested the fact of
vision without the use of the external eye . This fact

observed in natural somnambulists, independent of artificial

magnetism ." This was in the early days when the subject

of mesmerism or hypnotism had to struggle for recognition,

and was fiercely opposed by the medical schools. We suggest

that you consult later books on the matter when you will

find all the information you seek . It is impossible to go

fully into the subject here .

was

THE UNDISCOVERED COUNTRY.

66

80

.

A Sequence of Spirit-messages
This work will prove & describing Death and the Mr. HAROLD BAYLEY

revelation to those who

are not familiar with the After -world . has presented the whole

beautiful and ennobling
Edition to the “ Light”

character of manyspirit Selected from Published and Unpublished
messages. “ The Undis

Automatic . Writing (1874 to 1918) .
Development Fund,

covered Country is a

standard work of refer

Edited by HAROLD BAYLEY ,
every copy sold will in

ence concerning the “ Life

Beyond the Veil.” fund .future help this

with an introduction by

SIR ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE.

POST FREE 6/6

Office of “ LIGHT "

5 , QUEEN SQUARE, LONDON, W.C. 1.,
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SUNDAY'S SOCIETY MEETINGS .

These notices are confined to announcoments of meetings on the coming

Sunday, with the addition only of other engagements in the same

week, Thoy are charged at the rate of 18. for two lines (including the

name of the society) and Bd. for overy additional line .

WHITE STAR LINE.

S.S. “ Majestic " (building) 56,000 tons.

The Largest Steamer in the World .

R.M.S. “ Olympic ," 46,439 tons.

SERVICES TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD.
.

Apply to

WHITE STAR LINE, 30, James Street, Liverpool ;

Canute Road, Southamptou ; 1, Cockspur Street,

London , S.W., and 38, Lcadenball Street Loudon, E.C.;

and Uniou Chambers, Temple Row , Birmiugham .

)

Lewisham .--Limes Hall , Limes Grove . - 6.30 , Dr. W. J.

Vanstone.

Croydon . - Harewood Hall, 96, High-street .-11 , Mr.

Percy Scholey ; 6.30 , Mr. G.Tayler-Gwinn.

Church of the Spirit, Windsor -road , Denmark Fill , S.E.

-11, Miss V. Burton ; 66.30 , Mr. Osborn ,

Shepherd's Bush . — 73, Becklow -road . — 11, public circle ;

7 , Miss Cann . Thursday, Mr. T. Davis .

TLolloway . - Grovedale Hall. Grovedale -road (near High

gate Tube Station ).- To-day ( Saturday, October 1st ), whist

drive in aid of building fund . Sunday, 11 and 7 , Miss

Mary Mills (Bristol ) , address and clairvoyance ; 3 , Lyceum

(Mr. Drinkwater). Monday , 8. public circle (members,

only ). Wednesday, 8 , Mrs. E. Neville, address and clair

voyance. Friday , 8, free healing class.

Peckham . - Lausanne-road . - Harvest Festival, 7 , Miss S.

McCreadie. Thursday, 8.15 , Mrs. A .Jamrach.

St. John's Spiritual Mission , IToodberry Grove, North

Finchley (opposite tram depot).— 7, Mrs. Laura Lewis . Wed

nesday, 8 , Mrs. Annie Boddington .

R. M. S. P.

SERVICES

TO

A GOOD LIBRARY ON OCCULT SUBJECTS Rensonalle
Subscription Rates,

NEW YORK

SOUTH AMERICA

&

FRANCE, SPAIN, PORTUGAL, MADEIRA, CANARY IS. , MOROCCO, ETC.

THE ROYAL MAIL STEAM PACKET COMPANY,

Atlantic House, Moorgate Street, E.C.a.
LONDON : 32, Cockspur Street, S.W.1.

THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY, 153, BROMPTON ROAD , S.W.3

bas reopened the subscription library , formerly at

169, PICCADILLY. W. 1.

3,007 wells lected volumes on occult, sci . ntific and religious

fubjects.

Rooms open weekdays. 11-6 (Wedursday, 11-7.30 ;

Saturday, 11-1) .

FREE READING ROOM. BOOKSTALL, PUBLIC LECTURES.

Full particulars on application to Secretary .

THE UNIVERSAL

BADGE OF SPIRITUALISM (Reg . )

BROOCHOR PENDANT

Blue Enamol Star with pierced Cross in

centre, open set in metr ) Circle. Oxydised ,

31- ; Copper, 5/6 ; Gold, 36/-.

MRS. MONTGOMERY IRVINR .

115. Ladbroke Grove. Londeo , W.11 .

ORIENT LINE TO AUSTRALIA

SERVICE OF FAST MAIL STEAMERS

Calling at

GIBRALTAR , TOULON , NAPLES, PORT SAID ,

COLOMBO, FREMANTLE, ADELAIDE,

MELBOURNE, SYDNEY, and BRISBANE.

22 , Princes Street . Cavendish Square, W.

LONDON ACADEMY OF MUSIC .

Through Tickets to NEW ZEALAND and TASMANIA.

Saloon Tickors interchargeable with P. & 0. Line.

Managers — ANDERSON , GREEN & Co. , Lid . ,

Head Office : 5, Fenchurch Av . , London , E.C.3.

Branch Offices :

14, Cockspur St. , S.1.1 ; No. 1 , Australia Horisn, Strand .

SUNDAY AFTERNOON ADDRESSES

ON

Spiritual, Mystic , and Occult Subjects
MEMPHIS OCCULT

PRODUCTS

Aid Psychic Development.

BY
MEMPHIS

OCCULT PRODUCTS

J. HAROLD CARPENTER

will be resumed on OCTOBER 9th,

at 3.15 p.m.

2/9 & 7/6.

A short devotional meeting for those desirous of

spiritual help and guidance will be held at the

close of each lecture .

MEMPHIS Crystals,
10/6. 21/0/0.

OUIJA BOARDS 786 & 16/6

for recelving Spirit messages

Magnetic Mirrors 4 /6,876 & 10/6

rapidly induce Clairvoyance.

Memphis Psychic Incense

Theperfumeof power.

SEANCE TRUMPETSAluminium
76.

Planchettes
5/6

Prompt Delivery. All goods sent post free with full instructions, U.K.

Foreign orders extra .

M. P. BOOTH, 14a, CLIFTON STREET, CARDIFF.Admission free. Collection to def, ay expenses,

A REMARKABLE BOOK BY A

BAPTIST MINISTER.

66“ TRY THE

SPIRITS ”
By the Rev. W. Bickle Haynes,

of Chudleigh , Devon.

With Forewords by Rev. T. E. Ruth of

Melbourne, and Robert James Lees.

It is an astonishing and bewilderingly interesting comment

on modern Spiritualism . Price 5s. net, post frce 58. 6d, Can
be obtained through any bookseller , at any railway stall, or

direct by return of post from the Kingsley Press, Ltd., 31 ,

Temple House, Tallis Street, London, E.C. 4 .

“ How far that little candle throws its beams,

so shines a good deed in a naughty world."

And how far reaching is the attraction of

THE HOME RESTAURANT

a quiet lillle place tucked away into a corner of

the City, with the light of a friendly atmosphere
and service shining steadily:

A delightful lunch, coffee fur which the restaurnt

is noted , and dainty afternoon leas are among the

charms of

31 , Friday Street, LONDON, E.C. 4.

Delicious hand-made sweets in inany varieties

may be obtained at the pay-desk .
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THE BOOKS THAT WILL HELPYOU

LISTAND PRICES OF SOME OF THE LATEST WORKS ON

Spiritualism & Psychic Science& .

SPIRIT TEACHINGS.

Through the Mediumship of WM . STAINTON MOSES (M.A. Oxon . ) ,

By Automatic or Passive Writing. With a Biography by CHARLTON

T. SPEER , and two full-page portraits.

Ninth Edition . Cloth, 324 pages, 88. Bd., post free .

THE LOWLANDS OF HEAVEN : LIFE BEYOND THE VEIL.

Spirit Messages Received by the Riv . G. VALE OWEN.

Cloth , 191 pages, 8 /- post free.

THE HIGHLANDS OF HEAVEN : LIFE BEYOND THE VEIL.

Spirit Messages Received by the Rw . G. VALE OWEN.

člotu , 253 pages, 8 / , post free.

THE MINISTRY OF HEAVEN . LIFE BEYOND THE VEIL,

BeingVol . III . of the aboveseries.

Cloth 250 pages, 8 /-, post free.

THE BATTALIONS OF HEAVEN : LIFE BEYOND THE

VEIL .

Spirit Messages Received by the Rev. G. VALE OWEN.

Being Vol. IV . of the abore series .

Cloth, 252 pages, 8s., post free .

PHANTASMS OF THE LIVING.

By EDMUND GURNEY, F. W. H. MYERS, and F. PODMORE.

Abridged edition , prepared by Mrs. HENRÝ SIDGWICK . Dealing

with Telepathy and Apparitions ; 16 Spirit Drawings.

Cloth , 520 pages, 188.

LETTERS FROM THE OTHER SIDE.

Prefaced and Edited by HENRY THIBAULT. With & Foreword by

W. F COBB, D.D.

Cloth , 154 pages, 58. 4d.

SPIRITUALISH THE OPEN DOOR TO THE UNSEEN UNIVERSE.

By JAMES ROBERTSON .

Cloth , 413 pages, 88.

THE HIDDEN WAY ACROSS THE THRESHOLD .

Or THE MYSTERY WHICH HATH BEEN HIDDEN FOR AGES AND

FROM GENERATIONS.

Illustrated and made .plain with as few occult phrases as possible

By J. C. STREET.

With plates Cloth 168. net

LIFE AFTER DEATH.

PROBLEMS OF THE FUTURE LIFE AND ITS NATURE.

By J. H. HYSLOP, Ph.D. , LL.D.

118. 3d ., post free .

THE GIFT OF THE SPIRIT.

A Selection from the Essays of PRENTICE MULFORD.

Cloth , 58. Od ., post free .

THE DAWN OF HOPE.

By the handof EDITH LEALE .

A Record of Life in Spirit Land.

Cloth , 58. ed., post free .

AFTER DEATH .

New Enlarged Edition of Letters from Julia . Given through

the hand of Wm . T. Stead . Cloth, 59. Bd .

SPIRITUALISM : ITS IDEAS AND IDEALS.

A Selection of Leading Articles, Sketches, and Fables by DAVID
GOW, Editor of “ Light. "

THE WANDERINGS OF A SPIRITUALIST.

102 pages, 28. 3d., post free.

A CUIDE TO MEDIUMSHIP AND PSYCHICAL UNFOLDMENT.

By E. W. and M. H. WALLIS .

Mediomship Explained.
II. How to Develop Medlumship.

III. Psychical Powers ; How to Cultivato Them .

Cloth, 312 pages, 18.3d ., post free, or in 3 separate parts, 28. 210 .

each , post free.

THROUGH THE MISTS.

Dr LEAVES from the AUTOBIOGRAPHY of a SOUL in PARADISE.

Recorded for the Author. By J. R. LEES.

Cloth , 58.

SEEING THE INVISIBLE.

Practical Studies in Psychometry, Thought Transference, Tolepathy.
nd Allied Phenomena . ByJAMES COATES, Ph.D., F.A.S.

Cloth , 68. Bd

CAROLS OF SPIRITUAL LIFE AND HYMNS OF

SERVICE AND PRAISE .

Words and Musical Settings Price Is, 6d . post free.

COMMUNICATION WITH THE NEXT WORLD.

The Right and the Wrong Methods .
Text Book Given by W. T. Stead through Madamc Hyrer. Edit

by Estelle W. Stead. 38. 8d. post Tree . With a Symposium of opinions,

By SIR A. CONAN DOYLE.

Illustrated, cloth, 317 pages, 13s . 3d . , post free.

THE NEW REVELATION.

By SIR ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE .

This book is his confession of faith , very frank, very courageous

and very resolute . The courage and large-mindedness deserve cordial
recognition .” — Daily Chronicle.

Fifth Edition , Cloth , 58. 4d. net ; Paper, 28. 10d., post free .

THE VITAL MESSACE.

By SIR ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE .

Cloth , 228 pages, 58. 4d.

SPEAKING ACROSS THE BORDER-LINE .
Letters from a Husband in Spirit Life to dis Wife on Earth .

By F. HESLOP,

Eighth edition, post free 2/4 .

TEACHINGS OF LOVE.

Transmitted by writing through M E. from & Temple Priestess of

Nloever. With an introduction by Dr. ELLIS T. POWELL, EL.B. , D.Sc.,

96 pages, 18. 8d.

A CLOUD OF WITNESSES .

By ANNA DE KOVEN.

With an Introduction by JAMES H. HYSLOP, Ph.D.

Indisputable evidences of Spirit Comurunication . DR. HYSLOP vouches

or the bong fldes of the experiments and results recorded .

Cloth , 272 pages, 10 /-.

SPIRITUALISM IN THE BIBLE ,

By E. W. and M. H. WALLIS.

Boards, 104 pages, 18. 8 d ., post free .

PRESENT-DAY SPIRIT PHENOMENA AND THE CHURCHES .

By Rov. CHARLES L. TWEEDALE, Vicar of Weston , Yorks

28 pages, 3 d ., post free.

THE NURSERIES OF HEAVEN.

A Series of Essays by Various Writers on Future Lite of Children ,

with Experiences of their Manifestations after Death

Edited by Rev. G. VALE OWEN and E. A. DALLAS .

Cloth , 174 pages, 68. Od., post free.

PSYCHIC RESEARCH IN THE NEW TESTAMENT.

Scientifo Justification of some of the Fundamental Claims of

Christianity.

By ELLIS T. POWELL, LLB., D.80.

18. 20., post free

THE TRUTH OF SPIRITUALISM,

Verbatim Reportof Debate between BIR ARTHUR CONAN DOYLI
and JOSEPH MOCABE . Revised by both Disputants.

Paper covers, 84 pages, 18. 2d . Det, post free.

SPIRITUALISM AND RATIONALISM,

With & Drastic Examination of Mr. JOSEPH MOCABE .

By SIR A. CONAN DOYLE .

18. 20., post free .

ON THE THRESHOLD OF THE UNSEEN .

By BIR WILLIAM BARRETT, F.R.8

It 18 an expert physicist's Examination of the Phenomena ot

Spirituallsm and of the Evidence for survival alter Death .

Cloth , 336 pages, 88. net. Post free .

THE RIVER OF DEATH.

By A. E. 8. ( LADY STAPLIY ).

67 pages, od., post free.

THE ARCANA OF SPIRITUALISM .

A Text- Book of Spirituallsm . By HUDSON TUTTLE

Cloth , 300 pages, 79. Od ., post free .

MAN'S SURVIVAL AFTER DEATH.

Or the OTHER SIDE OF LIFE in the LIGHT of SCRIPTURE. HUMAN

EXPERIENCE and MODERN RESEARCH

By RRV . CHAS. L. TWEEDALE .

CI 682 pages, 110. 3d.

THE HARMONIAL PHILOSOPHY

A Compendium and Digest of the Works of ANDREW JACKSON

DAVIS, the American Seer.

Cloth , 424 pages, 118. 3d.

REAL CHOST STORIES.

Collected and Edited by WILLIAM T. STEAD .

Cloth , 256 pages, 59. 6d .

“ CONE WEST."

Three Narratives of Aftor-Death Experiences. Communicated to

J. S. M. WARD, B.A.

Cloth, 359 pages, 58. d .

.
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AA Most Appalling Catastrophe.
-

Rt. Hon
Rt. Hon. Lloyd George

Urgent Appeal ForFor The Maintenance- of

250,000 Of Russia's Stricken Children .

THE " SAVE THE CHILDREN FUND'S " TREMENDOUS UNDERTAKING.

In the Name of Christianity you are appealed to for the utmost support you can give !

And for Mercy's Sake give at once , for whilst YOU read and hesitate the fate of

innocent little ones hangs in the balance.

)

SAVE THEDR. NANSEN APPEALS TO THE

CHILDREN FUND "

>

.6

>

Tºthink that thirty-five millions of people
should be starving ;starving ; to think that they

should be ravaged by pestilence-to know that

they die in thousands from Cholera, Typhus

and Dysentery, is heart -breaking. The figures

are appalling . Can anything be more awful than

the prevailing conditions in Russia ? Can we let

these helpless children suffer and die without

raising a helping hand ?

Mr. Lloyd George, speaking from

official information on August 16th

last, said that

" In the Russian famine - we are witnessing

the most terrible devastation that has afflicted

the world for centuries . It is estimated that

35,000,000 . PEOPLE WILL REQUIRE RE

LIEF. I am sorry to say that such news as

we have received points to a most appalling

catastrophe.

The inhabitants of the famine-stricken dis

tricts, seeing there is no possiblity of help

reaching them in time to prevent starvation ,

are moving in large masses in different direc

tions . There are no food supplies and no

ehelters, and they appear to be doomed to anni

hilation . Of these migratory bodies only some

20 per cent. are able -bodied, and MORE THAN

30 PER CENT, ARE CHILDREN. The

condition of these last is piteous. Many of

them have beenabandoned to their fate by

their parents . The people are eating grass,

roots , and other rubbish .

Tbere is no doubt that this will end in one

of the greatest scourges that ever afflicted

Europe-pestilence on a gigantic scale.

Dr. Nansen, in charge of Russian Relief on behalf of

the Joint Committee of the International Red Cross and

the League of Red Crosses, knowing the remarkable

achievements in Child Welfare of the Save the Children

Fund " in the past and realising the importance of its

wonderful organisation in the tremendous relief measures

now necessary has made the following appeal :

Hundreds of thousands of Russian chil

dren are dying, and millions more are threat

ened with the same fate . Persuaded that only

by unprecedented effort, made at once, can

they be saved, I APPEAL TO THE "SAVE

THE CHILDREN FUND ' TO CALL UPON

MEN,WOMEN AND CHILDREN TO GIVE

QUICKLY ALL THEY CAN SPARE TO

THE RESCUE OF RUSSIA'S STARVING

LITTLE ONES. Never in the World's bis

tory has help been more desperately needed.

Every minute is precious. I thank you for

your offer to work under my general direction

and I guarantee just distribution of all your

gifts to Russia made through me.

(Signed)
" Fridtjof Nansen."

once.66

organisa
tion

Bear in mind that the children arethe great

est sufferers. Tothe childrenonly is our relief

given . Other Organisations care for adulta,

but our policy is
" Children First." - and in

thatwe are supported by the great-hearted

British Public.

. Bygiving to this Fund you give relief at
There is no waiting while Committees

ereformed,decisionstaken, and the whole
machinery of 'charitable effort set in motion.

The " Save the Children Fund "
is established under capable direction, and re

lief work is proceeding apace .

Oh! do not delay ! Give your help !and generously. Helpless bairns stařvo and

suffer in MILLIONS - remember their need

is urgent and GIVE IMMEDIATELY.in

Mercy's name.Throughoutthe country various fands are

being started to help Russia. This is a0,45

cellent thing, but if you contribute to any

other than the

surethat you clearlyearmarkyour contribu

tion as follows :.

" For the Russian Children, per the "Save

the Children Fund.'

" THIS IS SO APPALLING A DISASTER THAT IT .

OUGHT TO SWEEP EVERY PREJUDICE OUT OF

ONE'S MIND, AND ONLY TO APPEAL TO ONE'S

EMOTION-PITY AND HUMAN SYMPATHY.

-LLOYD GEORGE .

freel
y

.

WHAT THE " SAVE THE CHILDREN

FUND " IS DOING,

fun
d

66
Save the Children Fund, be

Feeding 250,000 Children at Saratoff.

Hoping against hope Mothers stagger on
day alter day in search of food untilsheer

exhaustion calls ahalt. They can struggle

no longer, they see their dear ones drop

doad by the wayside, and they give up in

despair..Oh ! theagonyof it I Canyou
realise the terrible solierings and fail to

do ALLin your power to help! Of course

not . So send TO-DAY to the atmost of

your ability.

In accordance with the wishes of Dr. Nansen,

the Save the Children Fund ” has been en

trusted with relief in the Province of Sara

toff, regarded as the worst spot in the famine

district,

66

Weardale, " Save tbe Cha ildren Fund,”. 28,

Better till, sendyourmoneydirect to Lord

Golden Square, W.Thanks to the wonderful generosity of the great-hearted British

public the " Save the Children Fund " has undertaken to feed a

minimum of 250,000 children at once. It depends entirely on

whether you decide now while you are reading this appeal to

send us just as much as you can if we can continue this tremen

dous undertaking.

11

SISAVE THE CHILDREN
FUND "

(Registered under the War Charities Act, 1916.)

PATRONS :

ence

His Grace the Archbishop of Canterbury ; His Emi

the Cardinal Aroljbishop of Westminster: Bis Grice the

Archbishop ofWales ; The Very Rev. the ChiefRabbi: The Most Voile

BANKERS : London County Westminster & Parr's Bank,L.

Fund, (Room 517), 26, Golden Square, RegentStreet, London, W. L

To Lord Weardale, Chairman of Coinmittee of Save the Childr1'
WHOLE FARILIES DEAD ON THEIR DOCKSTEPS.

66 >

The Paris Edition of the Chicago Tribune Bays : " The


